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A prototype de traction substation has been developed that consists of seve 11 sub!>ystems. 
The system modeb the cperauon of a 1ract1un substation and simul,ttes a tract ion load. T\l,o 
additions ar..: proposed to the substation, I.he one being an anti-parallel path for active power 
filtering and regeneration. The other 1s a high voltage [GRT de s, -:h developed by the 
author to dump excessive regenerated energy into resistor bank~. Pl and fuzzy logic control 
algorithms have been impl,.n,t nted to control the de dump. The operation of the controllers 
were practically evaluated and :i comparison dr.iwr, , The protection of the sy~rem was then 
expanded from the localised de dump protecrion to system wide prot..:ction control. flie 
concept of "intelligent" wntrol was ir.vestigated and implemented in two system protection 
conrrollcrs. A shurdown pro1ect1on srrategy w~ pur ir juxraposition to a fuzzy logic 
controller in the protecti.m of the system. Both system controllers were practically evaluated 
:md a comparison is drawn b.::tween the 1w0.. !>011,~ conclusions are made co11cemmg the 
protection issues addressed in the thesis. 
Opsomming 
' n Pro10:1pc gelykstroom (gs) traksie srcl~el b ontwiktel wat un verskeie sub-srelseb lxsraan. 
!)ic srelsel modellecr die \l,C1king van 'n traksie subsla\ie en ~1mulccr ' n trak,ie l:!s. Daar 
.,..oru 1wee hroegin[!s tot die huid1ge stelsel voorr estel. Die een is 'n ant i-par .. Jlcl t,atl vir 
aktiewe drywingsfiltering en regcneratiewe energie. Di1· ander b ·n hoogspanning [GBT gs 
,kakelaar wat deur die oureur ontw1kkel is om oonnat1ge regencratiewe energ1e in resistor 
banke te verkwis. Beide Pl c11 "F,11zy l.og1c" beheerder~ is gef'mplcmentcer om die g:, 
skakelaar le beheer. Die wcrf..11,g van be1de behccrder, i~ pra1'-tics ondcr,oek .:n 'n 
vergelyking word getref, Die beveiliging van die ~telsel word dan u1tgebrei van die 
gelokaliseerde bcv:.:iJ;ging van <lie gs ,kak,.i,1ar tot !>tclselwye bcveih~mgsbeheer. Die konsep 
van "intelligente" bchec1 1~ ondcrsoek en op t\l.ee wy,cs ge·1mpkmenteer. 'n A.m/af 
beveiligings strategic is afgespcel teen '11 "Fuzzy Logic" beheerdcr in d:c bcvciliging -.an die 
stclsel. Bc1de stelsel behecrd.:rs is prak1ies gcevalueer en die twee is met mekaar verg<.ly'. 
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j 1. Introduction 
1.1 Background 
The de rracuon sy tcm of South Afncn con i51s of three main elcctncal component . 
• A network of rectifier substation 
• A collection of rolling stock. 1c. locomotives. 
• The o~crhcad track equipment 
The ac net"ork feeding 1hc ub~1a11ons connects directly 10 the u111it) gnd nt specific points 
"here mc1cnng i done 10 detcnnme Spoome1· ek-c1nc11y ccoun1. The power 1s then fed 
through O\erhcad lines to ubstat1ons placed at inter ,I fror,1 8 k!Tl to 20 km along the railway 
line . The de overhead line is divided into marching ection~ e3ch powered from both ends 
by n trnction uhstntion. The ac input h.> the different sub ti:: '" \ .,rjes frr m 11 kV to 132 
kV "!'Jte tran fonners convert the ac voltage to two 1.2 kV line to 1,, t S"~ondanes that feed a 
stcndard twelve pul c rectifier. The subs1a11on hou e the rec11f1cr. lhc necc<.sary switch gear 
and protection as well as witches for regencrati,e energy in some cases (MI). The 
regenernthc istor banks arc placed out~ide the uhstauon burld,n; fhe rectifier powers 
the O\crhead 3.3 kV de line that feed the 1r:ict1on motors of the • omJt1vcs. A block 
diagram of the Spoomct system 1s hown in Figure 1-1. 
Traction 







Track J --0,\/ DC 







Figure 1-1: Spoornet traction system 
AC',Supply: 
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The system can be described 10 operate m t""o modes of operation The first 1s the po""enng 
mode in which power now from the ac gnd through the rcctificr 10 the de side powenng the 
1rac11on load. The amount of power now m the forward direction 1s typical,) m the order of 4 
to 6 MVA (Figure 1-2). The other mode of operation 1 "hen the dnver u es the 1rac11on 
motor) of the locomo11ve 10 brake the tr:un. This rcgenerateli power which flows back to the 
ubstation to be d1ss1pated. More will be :ud about this in the next ection. 




TWELW PULSE Rl!CTIFIEfl 
----i 
~-._ ___ -4 
Fonqird Po"er f-lo\\ (4-6 ~IV,\ ) 
Figure 1-2: T ractio" ystem mod~ or opera lion 
The amount of rerenerated poY.er differs great!) wnh factor,; uch a location :ind troek 
layout. A study ha.., been done on the ubJect and approximately 10 % (M2J of the forward 
path power floy. will be regenerated on average. The Kobe Municipal Transponation Bureau 
have employed regenerative ubstouons that u e a parallel path of power now to inject 
regenerated energy back mlo the ac suppl) (A I] . 
1.2 Braking Strategies 
The driving of the locomotive in the current et-up relic heavily on the skill of the driver. 
The driver can elect d: fercnt "notches'" of acceleration for the traction engines which relates 
to d1i;crete steps m torque applied. In the ca•~ where the train need, to decelerate for a curve 
in the track or for a toppagc, the driver ha:, two options. Ai; mentioned earlier the driver can 
use the traction motors ro act as generators. This then uses the kinetic energy slored in the 
momentum of the train to generate electric energy. In the pre ent \ystem this energy can now 
via the overhead line to another locomotive that 1s in the same ~ection at the time [A2) . If 
that lrain 1s in the powering mode It .:an use the regenerated energy instead of drawing power 
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from the utility. If tnere 1s not another tram in the section at the time the power can not flow 
back through the tracuon rectifiers m. they can only operate in the first quadrant. 
The substations that feed secuons where regeneration [A3] 1s common are equipped with large 
res1sto1 banks. These are ~witched onto the de bus by I 00 A de contactors during 
regeneratton. At 3.3 kV this constitules a regenerative capab1l1ty of 330 kW per remtor bank. 
Al some substauons there are up to nme resistor banks giving a tota: regenerative capability of 
3 MW. If the total regeneration of the traction motor~ 1s more than the regenerative capability 
of the substation or the regeneration system fails. a backup alternative is needed. 
The other option for the driver is the mechanical brakes that are installed tn all the cars m the 
train. The driver can apply these brakes in addition to the traction motor, or as o1 backup for 
failure of the regeneration system. Some of the comparative benefits and liabilities arc 
summarised in Table 1-1. 
Table 1-1: Mechanical vs. electrical braking 
Re&enerative Brakin& Mechanical Brakin& 
Cost Save on Electricity Parts E:!lpensive 
Effectiveness Limited by Substation Limited by wheel slip on 
Capability whole train 
Reliability Depends on switch gear Depends on mechanical 
and control parts 
Wheel slip Braking distributed ovrr Braking distributed over 
locomotive wheels all the wheels of the train 
Smoothnes.,; Nine discrete steps Old trains not as smooth as 
the electrical b1akes 
From the above table 11 can be seen that in the areas of effectiveness, reliability and wheel slip 
the mechanical brakes are 1.,etter. On cost and smoothness of operation the electncal braking 
method is better. It is hard to say that one method ,s better than the other, but it can be said 
that the combination nf the two method~ are opttmal. The reltab1lity of •he mechanical 
brakmg system is essenli.ii a11d the add1ttonal co ts of an electrical braking system would be 
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compcns:ned for both tn the avmg of electncaty a.,; well a~ the saving in the brake paas of the 
mcchanic3l brakes. 
1.3 Harmonic Compensation Technlquea in Traction Subat11tlona 
A e\ere problem that s • ..::o:,,et 1s focmg .it the moment i the hannonic conten1 of the 
currents drawn by the twelve pulse rectifiers. lntema11onally ut1ht1e have set sta:,d3rds for 
1he harmonics drawn by their con umers. Some intema1ional standards nrc shown in f[A4) to 
[A8). [Tl I). The South African uuhty ESKO~f has drafted a \landards document, the 
NRS048 ([A9), {M3), [M4j) that ~ets th~ limit on hannonic drawn by lhc end user. The 
Iota! THD allowed on 1he \Oltagc 1s 8 ~ . The 5th , 7tli. I 1111 and 13111 current hannomcs are 
limned to 6 %, 5 %, 3.5 % and J % rc-spectively. The Spoome1 ub,uuions do not adhere to 
the limns in the current )'Stem !A prehmmary tudy shows a H.1ltage THD of abou• 10 % 
[T2) - thi) dQ('s depend on the impedance of the ac grid). A further problem that i being 
experienced 1s that the de 1de hannon1c~ of the 14E locomotive intl!rferc 1th the ignallmg 
(T3]. 
An ddit,onal problem that the traction ub tat1on pose I the power factor of the current 
drawn. The power factor of the de substations I very clo e to unuy. but 1f the compen at1on 
technique for harmonics could be combined with that for power factor then equipment would 
be utili ed maiumally. Modem )'\tCm:, u ually employ tat1c VAR compcnsators to iecufy 
the power factor (T4), but no compcn ation i currently in place in the Spoomet traction 
ubstation~. Some sugge tions have been made on what compcnsa11on technique \.\-ould be 
the most effective (IAIOJ to (AIOl(Al31) and the solutions that were offered were pa! i\c LC 
filters and/or an IGBT pa\sive filter ([Bl) to I R3 ]). A hort urnm3ry of lhc companson of the 





Table 1-2: Active power filtering vs. passive filtering 
Active l!!!wer filterin& Passive ftltfrin& 
-- -
Cost Expensive S\I itching Expensive pas:.1-.e 
elemem:,. e!ement.s 
\1aintenance Need\ highl) qualified 'eed~ regular tuning 
personnel 
Response Real time calculation Deteriorates wuh time 
Regeneration Energy is injected into the Energy is dissipated in 
AC side resistors 
DiscerninK Only compensates for one Filter needs to be rated for 
sub: :a lion's ha.m1onics all harmonics on the ac 
side 
Technology Ne"' and developmg Well d'!velopeu 
1.4 The Prototype System 
A IO kV A prototype act1·,e pcwer f:,trr has been developed and 1cs1ed by Peter-Jan 
R ndewiJk [T2] at the Uni,.er...ity of Stellenbosch. The filtering action was combined with 
regeneration by placing the nctht: powt:r filter in anti-parallel with the traction rectlticr [MS]. 
A higher power prototype sy~tem [T5) has been develope at the University of Stellenbosch to 
operate at actual practic.il volt••ge levels. 
Tne prototype system was developed to :.1mulate rcahstically the operation of the Spoomet 
system. A twelve pulse rectifier W.L\ built to power a 3.3 kV de bus. A de drive wa:, 
developed that drives a 50 kW de motor. This ,1mula1e-. the traction locomotive. An ac to ac 
converter was developed to drive a synchronous motor that was mounted on the same axi:. a., 
the de motor. This was used 10 .simulate the traction load a.., well as differing track conditions 
such as up-hill. down,hill or nat track [T6). 
A multilevel chopper was combined with a thrce·phasc imer.er to convert the 3.3 kV de, first 
to 800 V de, and then to 380 V three phase ac ([83] to [85]). This combination was placed in 
anti-parallel with the twelve pubc rectifier. The regenerauve capab1l111es of the substations 
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were also reprod1Jced m the prototype sy~tem. Two methods of dumping the regenerated 
energy •.4ere implemented The first is the method currently irnplemented in the traction 
ub,tations. This 1s using large de contactors that swncl,es a res1suve load according co the 
\.alue of de bus voltage. The second 1s a high voltage. IGBT composite switch that uses 
controlled pwm [TI) ~witching to limit th-: de ~us. This switch will be discussed in detail in 
chapter 4. 
1.5 Operational Conditions 
The prototype was designed to give the user the capability to study all typical condiuons 
experienced in the Spoomet tractron system. The power level differ from the system in the 
field. but the voltage levels are the same. The two extremes in the operation of both the 
practical Spoomet system ~ well as the prototype system 1s maximum powering mode and 
maximum regenerauon mode. Figure 1-3 shows a simplified diagram of the entire system. 














OC\f ■DC \I AC Hl"f. 
S \f ■SYNC H RONOU.S \I AC Hl"E 
Figure 1-3: Prototype system simplified bl~k diagram 
The author did not build the system alone. but were part of a team working on the prototype 
system. Table J .3 summarises •he manpower distribution in the construcuon of the system. 
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Table 1-3: Manpower dislribulion in lhe conslrucllon or lhe prololype system 
~u!!!xssm Person res1!5!nsible ~tion ig Fimre 1-3. 
Twelve pul~ rectifier E. Beaud A 
DC motor dnve I+ Control C. Putter [86] B 
AC ~lotor drhe + Control A.D. le Roux [87) C 
DC to DC Convener R.H. Wilkinson [B3) D 
Jn-.ener A. Hom (83) D 
Soft-starter E. Beaud E 
DC Dump + Control E. Beaud F 
Overall system control E. Beaud 
It can be seen that all the ~ubsystems communicate with the centr<'I control computer. This 1s 
rhe point from \l.hich the user will be controlling the operation of the ,ystem to simulate the 
different operatrng conditions In the running of the system all the ,ystem parameters can be 
studied and the effects of regeneration or powenng studied. 
1.5.1 Powering Mode 
When the prototype S)-S'em is operating in thb mode it simulates power drawn by the traction 
locomotive This wc.Jld be when the train I moving up n gradient or if the train is busy 
acceleraung or just normal cruising. In the prototype sy,tem as hown in Figure 1-3 the power 
wi1I flow through the soft-starter (E) and twelve pulse rectifier (A) to the 3.3 kV de bus, The 
c.k motor dnve (8) will accelerate the motor at the maximum acceleration. The synchronou~ 
motor drive (C) will be loading the motor by drawing pow~r from the ,ynchronous motor and 
injecting it blCk :11to the ac grid. 
The only real power that will be flowing in the anti-parallel path (Block D) will be the los~s 
incurred in the convener. The currents drawn by the rectifier will have a reactive as well as a 
harmonic component [Ai3}, [A 14 ]. The inverter will be injecting compensating currents mto 
the ac grid to make the power factor of the \Ub-.tation unity and the current drawn sinusoidal. 
The algorithm ([Al5) to [Al7], filo ]. [B9)) used for the inverter combines the charging of the 
800 V de bus with the inJection of the compensating currents. 
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The central control computer 1s conunually mon1tonng all the system parameters and 
checking for errors. The methodology of chis will be discussed later. The control signals for 
the speed of the motor and the to1q:..: applied by the s·m~hronous motor dnve is generated by 
the central control computer. This implies tha• 
controlled by the user. 
ty the power flow in the ~ystem is 
1.5 2 Regeneration Mode 
Again che power flow in the prototype system is a scaled version of that experienced in the 
practi<:al Spoomet system. In the practical system the maximum reger.eration will be 
experienced when the train 1s br:tling against a down hill gradient or when decelerating. 
When the prototype system is in regeneration mode power will flow back thrc-ugh rhe de 
motor drive (Block B). This power will be generated either by the deceleration of the rotor or 
by the synchronous motor drive (Block C) powering the motor. This will represent the 
deceleration of the train or down hill hraking rcspectJvely. 
The regenerated power cannot flow back through the recufier because of its one directional 
nature. The de bus will tend to rrsP in voltage because of the regenerated energy. The 
chopper in the anti-parallel path (Block D) will detect this rise rn voltage and start drawing 
current from the 3.3 kV de bus to the 800 V de bus. The inverter will sense the consequent 
rise in the 800 V bus and inject real power back into the ac grid. The amount of power that 
can be regenerated is limited to about 200 kV A and any power that is regenerated above that 
limn will once again tend to have the de bus rise. In that case the resistive de dump (Block F) 
will sense the over•voltage and dump the energy into the large de dump resistor. Once again 
two options are available ru, mentioned in section I A . Th.: one being rhe de contactor and the 
other the pwm controlled IGBT switch 
In the prcvioui. two sections the e,rremes of the operation ot the prototype system were 
discussed. The operator of the system can control the system for any condition ranging from 
rhe one extreme to the other by controlling rhe speed and torque mpurs ro the respective motor 
drives Some metering equipment has been installed measuring the de bus voltages. the ac 
mput voltage as well as currents showing the power flow throughout the system. The central 
control computer ha-, ,,bo been I med \I. 11h an analogue to digital convener card that is able ro 
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read m d1fferem s)'-lem parameten.. This enable the user to mon11or the operation of the 
system from a central point in all the modes of operation. 
1.6 Report Structure 
This first chapter has been m,:oductory m descnbing the current practical de traction :,stem 
currently employed by the South African railway companies • Spoomet. Met10 and SARCC. 
It also purposes to ghe a sho11 introduction lo the prototype system that has been developed m 
the laboratory to represent this system m a controlled environm1.:nt. The following chapter 
will describe in more detail the development of the .,rototype system. With a good 0\.erv1ew 
of the system the U,ird chapter will focus on the protection ~trateg1es that have been employed 
in the current practical syqem. This will also be the starting point of the protection srrategies 
discussed in this thesis. 
The main protection device m the prototype sy\tem 1s a high voltage IGBT de dump that ha\ 
been dc\eloped. Chapter four will IO<i:.. in detail m the development and operation of this 
device using conventional contr"I methods before chapter ti,~ mve ugates the operation of 
fu2zy logic m the control of the de dump. The protecuon controi 1hemc 1s then expanded to 
the 1,1,hole protot)pe sy,tem in chapter 6 where t1,1,o .. mtelligent .. controllers are eitamined. 
The operauon of these controllers are d1 cus~ed m chapter ,e, en and some comparisons made. 
The the ,, will end off 1,1,11h a ummary of the work done in the theSIS. ~ome condu ,on., will 
be drawn concerning th,, work and a look will be taken al possible future continuauons. 
1.7 Summary 
For this thesis a svstem has been de\eloped that 1mulates the 3 kV de traction ,y,tem used m 
South Africa, Italy and Belgium. The prototype syctem ,, not an e11act replica of the system in 
the field, but a scaled do1,1,n ver!>ion of 11. The \Ohage levels are the same as m practice, but 
power levels are reduced bv about 25 times. The thesis proposes add1uons to the current 
Spoomet system that enhances the regenerative capab1litie of the traction substation a, well 
a.s improves the harmonic content of the cunents drawn by the substation. A central control 
strategy has been implemented that controls the operauon of the protutype sy tern as a whole. 
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kV A Prototype System 
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r--------------------------1.r.-. Development of a 200 kVA Protr.,type System 
l_ _____________________ __J 
~.1 Introduction 
The purpose of building the prototype system was to have a laboratory set-up that represent\ 
the practical Spoomet traction system. The voltage levels of the prototype -.ystem are the 
same as that found m th~ practical ~ystem. but tht· pow r level is .25 time., le~~. The voltage 
levels have to be similar becausr the main constraint on the sN1tching elements :s the h16h de 
voltage. It is easier connecting the switching elements in parallel to increase the current 
capability of the system, than connecting the elements in series to increase the voltage 
capab1hty. In order to keep the cost of the prototype system relauveiy low 1t was decided to 
keep the power r:uing low 
The first prototype that was developed b} Peter-Jan Randew1Jk [8 I). r ·21 was rated 111 10 
kV A, v. ith a de voltage of about 200V. This ~ystem had only an inverter m the anti-parallel 
path The IGBT switching elements could handle this voltage easily and ,ingle switching 
elements 1.ould be u ed. In the 200 kV A prototype system the voltage was increased to 3.3 kV 
de as 1s found i11 the practical system. Because no IC.BT switchm~ elements are commonly 
available that can handle such a high de voltage ((M6J, [M7]), a solution was needed to 
accommodate the high de voltage. Two solutions were considered. The one was using a 
multilevel inverter that connected IGBTs in series in each of the three phase arm, used. The 
other option was U\ing a multilevel chopper th::.t converts the 3.3 kV de to 800 V de. This 800 
V de bus can then be inverted u ing a normal three phase im erter. The merits of the one 
\.ersus the other is oiscussed in ([A I 8), [83 ], (BI OJ. It was decided to use the multilevel 
chopper, inverter combination. 
2.2 Rectifier 
The rectifiers used m the practical Spoomet traction substations arc standard twelve pulse 
rectifiers. The transformers used in the different substations were manufactured by different 
companies as well as the rectifiers. The diodes that were used also differ. as well as the 
winding of the transfonners. but the voltage le,el and npple frequency are the same tor the 
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different rectifier stations. The rectifier used in the prototype system 1s also a standard twelve 
pulse recufier with the contigurauon shown in Figure 2-1. 
31iOV 
ac .,---- -1 / 
--:-.... '"',.., ... 






Three phase : 






' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ... 
Figure 2-1: Twf'lve pul,;e rectifier 
2.2. 1 Transformer 
The transformer has one pnmar) ~mJmg .and two :.ccond,try wmdmg . The primary 1s n tar 
wound three phase winding to eliminate circulating cur,enl!:, Different tap:, wer.: provided on 
the secondary to vary the output de voltage for testing purposes. The tr,ps were chosen for 
,pcc1fic output voltages ranging from 1.8 KV to 4.5 1.;:V. A range of po,s1ble output voltages 
were chosen to facilitate the chan6~ m volt1gc expc11enced on the overheau Imes above the 
locomotive. It 1s also .ifer to work at a reduced vol1.1ge during the development pha.,e. 
The two secondaries were wound to have a phase difference of th rty derree!i between tre two. 
The secondanes fel'd two six pulse rc~tit.e~~ , nn.!cted in senes. A six pulse rectifier 
produces a de vol rage with a 300 P.: nr i>le superimposed on it. The ripple repeats it~elf every 
60°. If the one secondary is displaced 30° w1:h respect to the other. 11,e tv,o ripple voltages 
Nill not interfere constructively with each C'lh~r. but <le:.t. uctivc:y The lrt:quency of tht 
resultant ripple voltage will also double to 600 Hz. 
The peak power raung of the transformer needs to be the :.ame as the maximum 1ati11g of the 
forward path of p•.>wer flow which i. 200 kV A. The transformer 1s rated to provide a 
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c )ntmuous 20 kV A so1Jrce with a peak pow:r raung of 200 kV A for 10 second;. The 
spcc1fic:uior s for U,e tr::.nsfonn'!r is summ,msed in Table 2-1 . 
Table 2-1 : Transformer specifications 
Taps 56 % I 82 lit I 100 % I 120 'k ~~ .:.__, 
Input voltage 380 V 
Output voltage 1.8 kV I 2.7 kV I 3.3 kV I 4 kV I k!i kV 
Continuous Power 20kVA 
Peak Power 200 kV A for 10 econds 
Impedance 3.2% 
2.2.2 Rectifier Diodes 
The diodes shown in Figure 2-1 actually consist of two ~cries connected diodes. Thi~ was 
done 10 increase the voltage raung of the recufier. The total voltaic rating of the recufier 
needs to be 4 500 V. Each 1x pulse rectifier nc:ed to h.1ndle half of that voltage which 1 2 
250 V. When a diode m the bottom half of the bridge i~ conducting, tne \O(tage aero :. 11 i 
pracucnlly zero. This m.-ans that the voltage Jcross the top diode b the full de voltage vf 2 
250 V. W11h two diodes connected m ~enes a voltage blocking capab1h1y of I 125 V per 
diode 1s needed. The nubbcr circuit PCB 1:. hown m Appendix A I. 
The pracucal recufier 1s shown in Figure 2-2. The current is measured by ci rcs1s11vc shunt 














Figure 2-2 : Practical twelve pulse rectifier of the prototype ystem 
2.3 DC Motor Drive - C. Putter [B6] 
A t\l.o quadrant variable speed drive is neederl for the de machine 10 simulate the two modes 
of operation of a locomotive. These arc the powering mode that simulate~ the nonnal path of 
power flo" from the ub tatton to the locomotive. The other i~ rcgcaerauon mode where the 
trac11on motors ct as generator . The power then flows from the locomottve b3Ck to the 
sub tatton. The drive for the de machine have to be capabk of handling the 4 kV de overhead 
hnc voltage a, well as the nominal and peak current in the machine. The topology used 1s 
shown m Figure 2-3. 
+ . .... ~ 
··-· -l ..... -1 
·-· -1 
·-· -1 
Input ~ .... -i 
3 kV ··-· -l + 
·-· -i 
r. .... --i Output 
, ... 1•-i 0-JkV 
1.-11-i - ,-u-f 
Figure 2-3: High voltage de motor drive (86) 
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This drive performs ~peed control on the de motor. The scne connecuon of IGBTs need 
\pec1al protecuon, but more will be aid ,1bout that in chapter 4, A photo of the practical 








l-1aure 2~ : High rnltage de motor drhe 





The prototype ~yslem has a convener that 1mula1e the locomo11ve of the tram. rt al o needs 
a } tem to simulate a load effectively as the only mechanical load 1. the inertia and the 
fnction of the rotor of the motor. This 1s accomplished through a synchronous motor th t 1 
mounted on the ame axis as the de motor. The ~ynchronous motor i driven by a four 
quadrant ac 10 ac converter that i!. :ible 10 have the load act as a power :.ink ~ well as a power 
source, This would trar..)late 10 up hill or <lown hill mo\.ement as \\-ell as prolonged breaking 
or accelera11on , 
·1 he layout of the ac 10 ac convener is hown m Figure 2-5. The synchronous rectifier 
provides ::.n 800 V de bus that connects the rectifier 10 the 1merter. The inverter uses vector 
control to drive the ynchronous motor in the required mode of operation. The two converters 













Figure 2-5 : Synchronous motor drive for load simulator [B7] 
The synchronous motor drive is given a torque reference to implement on the synchronous 
motor. A positive torque applied woulc simulate a heavy traction load being pulled by the 
locomotive. A negative torque would be the same load pushing while the locomotive is 











Figure 2-6 : Synchronous motor drive for traction load simulator 
2.5 Anti-parallel Regeneration Chopper - R.H. Wilkinson 
The injection of power, generated by the locomotive, bai:k into the ac grid necessitates a path 
anti-parallel to the rectifier. Power c.innot now back througi1 the rectifier so 1t either has to be 
dissipated, or it can flow to the ac side through an alternative path. If the latter alternative is 
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chosen, the power needs to be inJected into the ac grid in three phase ac form. This needs a 
three phase inverter to convert de to three phase ac. The problem with this is the high de 
voltage. Sw11ching devices exist that can switch more than 3 kV, but the frequency of 
~witching is very low. It "'as decided to use IGBT sw11che~ that switch fast. but also block a 
reasonable voltage. 
The IGBT has a typical maximum blocking voltage of about I kV ([M6], [M7)) This means 
tha• a converter is needed to convert the 3 kV of the de bus, down to about 800 V which is 
ideal for the de side of the inverter Several topologies were considered, but the normal buck 





800 V de 
inverter bus 
Fi~re 2-7 : Anti-parallel regeneration chopper 
Both the switching devices as well as the free-wheel diodes need voltage hm1ting snubbers 
across every individual device to en ure correct voltage division. The power level of the 
converter is 200 kV A to match to the rest of the system. This is also the maximum amount of 
regenerative power that can be fed back through the anti-parallel path. During normal 








Figure 2-8 : Practical anti-parallel chopper [B6] 
The converter 1s still in the testing phase and not: et connected to the rest of the sy tern. 
2.6 Inverter • A. Horn [TS] 
Thi de.,ice is the main power quality improvement device m the system. The inverter acts as 
an acuve power filter during normal powe1ing mode ([Al9) to [A21), [Bl I], [B12]). The 
controller of the inverter calculates the difference between tin: ideal, unity power factor, 
sinusoidal waveform and the twelve puls-. current waveform drawn by the rectifier. The 
inverter uses current control ([B 13), [B 14)) to inject the mpensating current so that the 
substation looks like a resistive load to 1ne ac gnd 
The additional advancag~ of using this configuration in this application is that the inverter can 
inject sinusoidal currents back l'llo the ac gnd during regeneration. The configurativn used 1s 
the standard three phase inverter shown in Figur-. 2-9. A power rating of 200 kV A \.\-a., 





Com on Coupling 
~ lnjeclion 
Tran1formu 





The IO\Cner ...,as constructed implementing a bushar design that minimise the effects of EMI 
and also the amount of inductance bctv.een the de bus a.nu the witching clements The 
control " done using a T\1S320C3 I DSP for the outer loop control a.nd J T~1S320C50 DSP 
for 1he inner loop [T ), A photo of the con\iener is shown m Figure 2-10. 
Figure 2-10: Practical active power filter inverter [TS] 
Thi\ concner has been operated apan from the rest of the system. It was used to Jo actt..,.e 
power fill-:ring on a six pulse harmonic load [TS]. but II has not operated on a tv.elve pulse 
load nor done active power injection . 
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2. 7 Soft-starter 
In the operation of the procotype :system the system will be switched on and off regu' ~rly. 
This is because of the research nature of the work being done. Dunng switch-on of the 
system, all the de buses need to be charged. A method of stantng needs to be employed that 
ltm11s the inrush currents during stan-up. During fault conditions the system also need~ to be 
isolated from the ac grid quickly to limit any damage that could occur. The device thar W.l!t 
chosen for these puq,oses is a thyristor soft-starter as shown m Figure 2-11. 
Soft-starter 
, - - - - - - - - - , The rest of the s stem 
I I 








Figure 2-1 1: Three phase thyris tor soft-starter 
By controlling the firing angle of the thyristors the soft-starter can be used to regulate the main 
de bus voltage. This was used extensively for testing purposes (Appendixes A2 to A4). A 


















A prutotype system has been con:.tructed con1am1r.g all the essential components of the 
Spoomet de tracuon system. This is the recufier that generates the de voltage on the overhead 
lines. The system aho contains a de drive that does speed control on a 3 kV de motor. Thi:. 
motor is loaded by a synchronous motor dn e that allows bi-dirc::uonal po"er flo" . Thi:, 
allo"s the :.ystem to operate m all the mode:, of operauon encountered m the pracucal de 
traction :.ystem. Exces:.1"e regenerated energy 1s dumped into a resistor bank via a 3 kV Jc 
contactor as is also done in the practical Spoomet substations. 
The proposed additions to the system is an anti-parallel path that allows regenerati~c po"'er to 
he injected back into the ac gnd. This 1s done by a high voltage chopper working m 
.;onjuncuon with a three phase inverter. The inverter 1s also used to do acuve power filtering 
during nonnal operauon. 








DC to DC 
Chopper 
.\C Motor 
Figure 2-13: Practical prototype de traction substation 
The operation of the prototype system makes it possible to do various system studies on the 
small scale system that would be equally applicable to the practical traction system. The 
effects of active power filtt'ring and many other studies can be done that is indicative of the 







3. Current Substation Protection Strategies 
3.1 Introduction 
In most of the power systems currently employed in the field a protection network 1s installed 
that protects the system against diverse fault condttions. The protection devices are mostly 
dedicated for a specific purpose an~ designed accordingly. B:1 the correct combination of all 
the d•vices, the system 1s protected agamst all the commonly encountered fault conditions. In 
this chapter the implementation of this classical protecuon method 1s d1scus:.ed in the context 
of the- Spoomet de traction substation [MI]. 
In the typical Spoomet substauo:. the ac power is supplied via a power switching yard situated 
next to the traction substat:on building. This is an outdoor facility feeding the transfonner 
which is usually stanjing outside. The rest of the substation which includes the rectifie1, the 
filter coil and other filtering and protection equipment i~ located inside the substation 
building. The protection suategy can be similarly divided into an ac and a de side- protection 
scheme. 
3.2 AC Side Protection Levels 
On the ac side there are three levels of protection each having its own purpose. The ac side 
does not have problems with breaking de current, but the voltage levels on the ac side is much 
higher (From 11 kV to 132 kV). ESCOM 1s the national utility and it has installed a motor 
operated dic;conncctor bt:tween the ESCOM network and the- Spoomet side of the gnd. This is 
to isolate the ESCOM grid from the Spoomet side during maintena11ce. 
The ac side of a typical Spoomet substation is shown in Figl're 3-1. It can be seen that an 
auxiliary transformer 1s used to provide standard 230 V ac power to the rest of the substation. 
The power rating of the auxiliary power system 1s usually SO kVA with a relatively small 
protection relay fer fault conditions. 
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SCHEMATIC LAYOUT OF A 3kV DC TRACTION SUBSTATION 
MAIN RECT 
TRANSFORMER 





Figure 3-1 : AC side protection in a 3 kV de tractior. substation [Ml] 
3.2. 1 Lightning Arresters 
Because the ac side of the substation is outside in the yard 11 1s highly likely that it will be hit 
by lightning. Normal grounding practices are followed, but still the lines has to be protected 
m the case of a direct hit. The first layer of protection is the hghtntnir ~r,. . rs that monitor 
the lines for over-voltage. The arresters r..e placed m parallel with ., 0 , ~t of ,.. ,ub:,tauon as 
shown in Section A of Figure 3-1 In the ca.,e of a hit the voltage on the h .. e ,. rli rise and the 
ltgh•nmg arrester will flash over. The charge of the lightning flash will flow down the 
lightning arrester to ground and the rest of the substation will not be adversely affected. 
3.2.2 High Voltage maintenance disconnectors 
These are mechanical contacts that are opened lo isolate the substation from the rest of the ac 
grid. This is done mainly for maintenance purposes. These contacts are not designed to open 
under load and therefore they are mechanically ,ind P)ectrically interlocked with the main 
circuit breakers. The) cannot open unless the mam circuit breakers are open and there is no 
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current flowing in the conductors. These disconnecrs Jre the first protection device placed m 
series with the rest of the substation and are sho•vn m se,.rion B of Figure 3-1 . 
3.2.3 Main Circuit Breakers 
These devices are the main protection unit on the ac side of the subMation These circuit 
breakers are designed to break up to 30 kA of current dun11g fault condiuons. These circuit 
breakers are controlled electrically and mechanically. The electncal control circuit monitor 
the earth leakage current as well as the current drawn by the -.ubstation. In the c .. sc of 
overloading or earth leakage the circuit breaker is opened, 1solatmg the JJbstalion from the ac 
grid. The circu11 breakers as well :..s the controlling circuitry 1s shown m section C of Figure 
3-1. 
3.3 DC Side Protection Levels 
The transfonner feeding the rectifier stands outside the substation building. High voltage, 
high current feeders go into the building to feed the rectifier that produce a 3 kV de voltage. 
Protection of the de side of the rectifier is very different 10 the ac side because of the Jack of 
zero crossing of the current. This makes any circuit breaking a lot more difficult. Another 
challenge on the de side is the hannonics generated by the rectifier. This differs from a 
fundamental ripple voltage frequency of 600 Hz with the twelve pul\e rectifiers to a 
fundamental frequency of 300 Hz with the six pulse rectifiers. Figure 3-2 shows the de side of 
a typical traction suhstallon. The diffen:nt subsections of the sketch show the protection 
circuitry and they will ht- discus~cd shonly. It can be seen that the main strategy of the 
protection scheme is dealing with hannonics and containing the influence of a substation to 
the section that it is feeding. 
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SCHEMATIC LAYOUT OF A 3kY DC TRACTION SUBSTATION 
I 
r-i--f"t---,1 AUX. TIIANSFORIIEII OIL 
PROTECTION RELAY 
Figure 3-2 : DC side protection in a 3 kV de tr:-rti"r 'ation (Ml] 
3.3.1 Over-voltage MOV's 
OC/£L 
RELAY 
The first layer of protection after the rec: ·"·t1 ' s r:, , c,er-voltage protection This is done by a 
4.? k \.. 'i 000 A (peak) zener diode. The .r, . .., f'rotected by a fuse (6 k v, 20 A) in series 
wtth 1h ... device so that the protection devic~ can;i,,1 draw too much current. It 1s therefore a 
current protection of an over-voltage protection device. The over-voltage protection is done 
separately for eac~ six pulse rectifier wtth totally independent attenuation circuits. These 
circuits with thei r F.C snubber c:;cults are shown in section A of Figure 3-2 
3.3.2 Reactor Coll and Wavefcrm Equipment 
These are not protection devices in the classical sense of the word in that they do not protect 
the system against a fault condition. They do protect the system against the effects of the 
harmonics induced by the rectifier. These ac voltages on the de bus transmit and influence the 
signalling gear next to the de tracks. This leads to :.tlse s1gnallinP. that could lead to major 
d1sa.ster-.. They also cause corona effects and heating losses m the de equipment. The coil in 
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the substa!ions is 0.9 mH and is shown in section B m Figure 3-2 and the fihcring equipment 
in section C. The inductor also limits the dUdt during fauh condiuo11) which makes it 





hannon•c for 12 pulse rec11tier. or for the 6'11• 121a, 18111, and 24111 
harmonics for iit pul e recufiers. 
3.3.3 Po.lt/ve l•olator 
The positive isolator is installed tlc:1ween the rectifier and the J)'J~iti\'e 3 kV de busbar for the 
purpose of isolating and earthing the rectifier output dunng maintenance. These bolators arc 
pro\idcd with mechanical interlocks to prevent the switch being operated unless the pnmary 
circuit ., · and the HV ac disconnecting witch have been opened. This swnch is not 
designed as a circuit breaker and can not be opened under load . 
3.3.4 Earth L ••kage Relay 
There arc three separate earth leakage monitor circuns that combine 10 protect lhc substalion. 
These mon11or the ac side. the de side as ~ell t.s the au\ihary power sui.,plie) for~ rth leakage 
faults. These will detect any flash•o\er 10 ground, insulation failure or l\ccidcn1al shock 
caused by staff. 
3.3.5 Under-t1oltage Relay 
This com1st.s of a rcsi~1ivc divider operating as a voltage moni1or. This dnve, a relay that 
open~ the track breaker holding coil if the bus voltage goes too low. This could happen under 
various condit:ons lik~ overloading or a faulty supply. Independent of what the fault 
condition is, the substation is isolated from the overhead tracks so that operation of the rest of 
the system can continue. 
3.3.6 Sectlc,., laolator and Track Breaker 
A track brc k.:r :~ a high speed de circuit breaker. Two of these arc used between the 3 kV 
busbar -uid the individual overhead track equipment circuits to protect the overhead 
cor.Juc1ors against o• crloading &ltd high fault currents. The breakers arc rated to intenupb ic 
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currents in the order of 10 lcA and have extensive protection against the inevitable arcing that 
occur during interruption. 
Each substation feeds two sccuon of tracks. The traclcs arc separated into sections of 
between 8 km and 20 km by section isolators at the ubstations. This means that there arc 
aJy•ays two substations feeding any one section of track giving greater syst,.m reliability. 
3.4 Conclualona 
The above strategy is a very thorough protection scheme that protects the system against all 
typical error co1.-,1 ions. It can be noted that the devices used arc all local protection devices, 
meaning that each monitor a specific parameter, like the bus voltage, and switch a protection 
device according to what could have caused the error as mea,ured. 
This is very reliable, but it could be argued oversensitive. It does not matter what the fault 
condition, the whole substation will be out f opcra11on in the case of an error. lf this is not 
totally necessary. the sys•cm could be given a ride-through capability or intelligent system 




A 3 kV Solid State 
DC Brake 
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14. A 3 kV Solid State DC Brake 
4.1 Introduction 
In the practical set-up the power rating of the anri-parallel regenerative path of energy tlow 
would be in the order of 400-600 i.. VA in the final design. Yet the amount of energy 
regenerated at a steep down-hill gradient is up to 2.7 MV A [MI] This means that a backup 
method of energy d1ssipat1on 1s ne~i::.sary to limlt the voltage rise on the overhead lines due to 
regeneratton. In the current practical system 100 A de contactors (Appendix A5) are used to 
switch 33 n resistor banks onto the overhead lines to dump the regenerated energy. Up 10 9 
banks ( 100 A per rank) are provided that switch in stages to give the substation continuous 
regenerative capabilities (Maximum 900 A). Because of the resistance of the overhead 
conductors, the distance over which regenerative operation is possible 1s lim11eci to between 
112 km (100 A) to 3.6 km (900 A) [:\ti]. The locomouve stops regeneration at an overhead 
de voltage of 3 900 V. 
Several problems were encountered with the de contactors. 
• Because of continuous arcing in the breakers the contacts needed to be replaced regularly. 
• The fast varying voltage during regeneration required the switches to switch very regularly. 
This increased wear on the switches. 
• The switches operate at a very low frequency giving a measure of discrete operation to the 
regenerauve operation. A smoother operation would be de:.irable. 
• The switches .:>perate at a very umque voltage (3.3 kV de range) making general availability 
low and replacement very difficult. 
A s1hcon altemauve was suggested to replace the de circuit breakers. This solution addressed 
all the above menuone-d problems while performing the task of regem·rating excess energy 

























Figure 4-1 Solid state de dump switch for regenerative power dissipation 
4.2 Development Clf the solid state de dump 
4.,.1 Introduction 
b the practical system the de comactor switches a resistor bank onto the overhead lines to 
dump regenerated energy. The solid state de dump does ex.actly the same. The ma.in 
difference is that the one does it mechanically while the other docs it using semiconductor 
technolog}. This enables faster switching without the arcing associated with mechanical de 
switching. The semiconductor switch needs auxiliary components to facilitate switching 
without over-voltage and this requires higher costs, but the lack of moving parts brings down 
maintenance costs considerably. 
It was decided to develop the first prototype- '1f tht: de dump switch a~ a scaled down version 
of the final product. This was done to reduce costs in th-. ;:!evelopment stage. Power levels 
were chosen to be represemative of that in the final installation yet lower by a factor of 2-3. 
The voltage levels were not reduced as this is the main constraint in the technology that is 
being applied. A series connection of devices were chosen to overcome the problem of the 




4.2.2 Switching element.; 
The raung that ""~ agreed for the swuch was 50 ,\ continuous. 4000 V de. Thi:. doc not 
elaborate on the peed of ~witching required nor ha., any referen,e been made to the driving 
c1rcu1t!')' or the control. The~e cn1ena were decided upon b) the author. 
The current specifi .. auon indicates that SO A needs to be the maximum conttnuous currenr 
flowing 1hrough 1he swnch. Semiconductor switching devi<.:e e'l:ist 1hat have a 50 A 
cc,ntinu~us rating. bur n 1s e,tremely difficult keeping 1he e device:, cool. Elaborate cooling 
techniques have to be implemented to operate these devices at this rating. It was decided 
rather to use devices with a higher current rating. but wnh better thennal characterisucs. 
The ,oltage rating need, to be considered keeping 1he tyi:;e of device used in mmd. Thi has 
not en detennined yet, so the \.Oltage rating will be discussed later. 
The 1ype of switching de-.ice u ed will be largely determined by ti1e S\\'1tchmg peed required 
and 1he current rating. One of the obJeCtl',es in the impro\ed ~wnch wa~ to h .. ve a moother 
operation due to a higher :.witching frequency, It was also thought to research high frequency, 
high voltage oper•uon. The faster swi1ching clements curren1ly available h the mosfet and 
the IGBT. The mo fet can wnch cons10.:rably fru.tcr than the IGBT, but the current ratings 
available 1s not sufficient for th:s application It was decided to use a :!00 A IGBT because of 
the good thennal charactemucs. It .,..as also available in module of two IGBT per module 
which makes con_trucuon a lot simpler. The highest available voltage rating was 1200 V per 
IGBT. Keeping a safety margin of 100 '1 n was necessary to use 4 modules i.e. 8 !GBTs in 
series to en urc a ,;ufficicnt vollage capability. 
4.2.2.1 Heatsinks 
To calculate the heaL.,ink necessary for keeping the IGBTs ecol the total power loss in the 
IGBTs !'las to be cakulated first. The freewheel t iodes in the IGBT modules arc not being 
used in this convener so "II the heal that needs to be dissipated 1s generated by the IGBTi.. 
The calculauons for the powerless m lhe IGBTs re done m detail m [MS]. but a shon 
summary will be given here. 
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The one mam area of power lo:, i:. that incurred during .:::onduction. 1 he typical on-~tate 
voltage of the IGBTs b, 3V and w11h :i current of 50 A th1 implies a maximum lo of 150 W. 
This will occur at un11y duty cycle The other mam loss clement i tl e witching lo~ e Thi 
is the peak power d1s:.1pa,1on dunng a w11chmg transient where the \ oltagc aero ,he device 
as v.ell as th~ current through the device •~ snnultaneou I) high The total v. 11chmg lo ~es 1, 
dependant on the frcquen.:::y and therefore the ~Mtchmg frequency 1s hm11ed b) thermal 
cons1derat1on . A maximum allowed ~w11ching trequency of 2 kHz Wll! chosen which 
necessitated total switching lo ,e of 54 W. The total power lo s per IGB1 is then 204 W 
This is not the final cho en sv. itl;hmg frequency. but rath r an upper limit to the cnoice 01 
~witching frequency. 




Figure ~-2 : fhermal Circuit Configuration (M8] 
The Junction to case thermal re~is1a11ce (Rih,ci, h gh~n in the data sheet~ a<; 0 . 1 °C/W. The 
heatsink 1s thermally bonded 10 the heatsink using thermal paste and the thermal rcs1~tancc 
(~) is csttmated to be 0.038 °C/W. With the tota. power dissipation being 2 x 204 W = 408 
W a11d the ambient taken as 25 °C the thermal resistance of the hcatsink CR11t,.) can be 
calculated to be 0 .218 °C/W. A heatsink was avrulablc witt, a thermal resistance: of 0.145 
°C/W iwhen combined with a fan. Every heatsink was electrically connccced to the centre 
point of each module to protect the module against over-voltage between the IGBTs and the 
bil!-e plate Thb necessitated the isolation of the base plates from each other and from ground. 
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4.2.2.2 Drive boards 
The gate of the IGBT is driven similar 10 that of a mosfet. 11 looks 10 che driving circuitry 
like a capacitor that needs to be charge.' and discharged. A chip I CPA 7667 by Harri~ 
Semiconductor) is available 1h31 is designed 10 drive a mosfet gale. The chip 1s designed to 
mject a large peak current during sw11c~ -on and draw a large peak current during swuch-off 
The capacitance of the IGBT gate need5 peak ~11rrents to switch fast and therefore this chip is 
ideally suited for this application. It wnrks just as ·ffectively m dnvmg an IGBT gate. The 
ma1 problems that needed to be overcome in che driv1ilg of the series connection of IGBTs 
was the isolation of the drivmg circuits to be floating w:th the emitter of each IGBT Another 
requirement was that the lGBTs have to be driven s1multaneousl). 
The first problem of the isola11on was addressed by using a toroidal i&olated i;o,· er supply as 
shown in Figure 4-3. The toroids were des1gn.:d to operace at high frequency and ro provide 
about IO kV of isolation between the primary and the secondar ~ (Appendix A6). 
~ --....,.......% Isolated 
DC supply 
-j 
Figure 4-3: Isolated de power supply for IGBT gate drivers 
The isolated de supply is smoothed with capacitors and regulated to give a constanc 15 V ,L~ 
well as a 5 V supply. The detail description and the full circuit diagram of the isolated power 
supplies is shown in (M8]. 
To have the IGBTs swaching simultaneously the driving signal from the com1 ,) board has to 
be the same for all the IGBTs. The driving circuit!) of the individual IGBTs also have to 
react very fast to have the dnvmg signal at the IGBTs at the same ··me. For this reason 1t was 
decided to use optic fibre interfaces with a capability of 5 Mbit/sec to convey the driving 
signal to the IGBTs. The advantage of thi!) lies dually in the inherent isolation of the signal ,lS 
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\I.ell as the peed ot respon~e of the scndmg/reccn mg combmauon. The total isolated dnvmg 
c1rcu1t for the IGBT 1s ho\\n in Append1:it 2 of [MS] and Appcnd1, A 7. 
4.2.2.3 Snubber circuits 
In the eries connec11on of IGBT the problem i!> havmg the voltage share suft1c1entlv between 
the JGBT o that none of the IGBT sees a , oltagc higher t 1an II 1s ra!~d for. There ex 1sb 
e,eral ways of accomplt hmg this ([B3) to (B51). Some cntena for Cll"O ng a method 1s the 
speed of re ponsc of the ,haring device, the po•ver d1ss1pi,1cd b) the haring ,_;c,v1:e and effect 
the device ha:. on the \\llching waver,11m The ~olut1on •h .. wa.-, 1.::1 "Cr, to omph h 
shanng between the JGBT~ \\:I.! a ,;anat1on of the clns 1cal o,er-voltage nubb r Tre r-r 












Figure 4-4 : OH!r-,oltage nuhber for erie connected IGilT 
The snubber doc not force hanng dunng \I, nchmg, hut "ork on the principle of operation 
\I.hen nece sary. When tl string of lGBT 5\1.llch off the ,;oltage aero s the tnng n e to 3 
kV (The nominal bus voltage). As the \.Oltage across the sw:tch -~es for the first time, the 
nubbcr capac11or are charged up to omc de voltage depending on the natural hnnng of the 
IGBTs. If the voltage n es above SOOY (The hm1t of the voltage 1h charge clamp) the clamp 
tan conducting thereby di charg•ng the capacitor through the dumping re l!>tor. When the 
IGBT witche!-t on again the diode is rc,erse biased and the capacitor maintain ns voltage at 
800 V. f'he shanng during !>Witch-off depends mainly on the order in \\h1ch the IGBTs ,¼Heh 
oft and the toleram.:es in the snubber capacitors rhc har111g res1,1or, fu11c11on m conJuncuon 
.,., 1th the s11uhbcrs to hah'. the volt 1gc hare equally o,er the IGBT over a long 11me. rhe 
current flowing 111 the ,haring rc,1,ton, 1s rot cmnparahl..: with that flowing in the nubber 
capacitors. Thi!> re5ult m the voltage not har nJ cq 1allv during the swnrh-ofl tran!>ient. 
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4.2.3 Cap:icltor Bank 
Dunng regeneration the current !lows from the de traction motor, through the overhe·1d lines, 
th1ough the de concactor to thr resistor banks. When the contactor opens the inductance in the 
path will tend to have the de bus rise. If the contJctor 1s to be replaced with a solid ~talc 
switch, the rise in the de voltage has IC'I be concained to prevent the 1 ;tch from being 
destroy<.d. The energy stored m the line and motor inductance will be stored in the de bus 
·apacitor (Figure 4- 1) t" be ust:d again in powering mode. To calculate the enlrgy ~tored in 
the path inductance the wor~t case line inductance ha.-, 10 be known Because of difficulties in 
obtaining the required inductanl .. trom Spoomet, the inductance had tu be roughly calculated. 
From [T 13) the esumated equa,1on for the line inductance per meter can be wrmen. 
L;,ntJ1J1c1c:r = 4 X IO 7 In (Dir') 
Where D is the distance between the lines and r' is thi: effective tudius of the line, The 
overhead lines are estimated at 5 m constant abovt>- Lue g,,,und and the ground is es timated as 
a single conductor at ground level. The lme Lltameter was taken as IO mn:. 
r' = 0 i 788 X 5 X IO 1 
=3.894x I0-1 m 
With D = 5 m this give an inductance per meter of 
L1ine1me1cr = 4 X J0'7 In (5 / 3.894 X IO'J) 
= 2 863 µHim 
\! 11h the maximum distance of line between the tra1•1 and the substa11on taken as 45 l(m [J\.19) 
the total ma:<im1..m !me inJuctance will be 
= 2.863 µHirn x 45 000 m 
= 129mH 
Because of the estimattons made a la• r, r. ,~fety factor has to be built into the design . The line 
inductance ph•J motor inctuwmce was ta..:cr, t0 be 200 mH. A reference [M9] that wJ, found 
later gave a measured inductance ofO.97O mH/km. This is in the same order as the calculated 
results, but smaller. Th• 1re .. n, that the y,.orst case assumpt10n for the inductance was greater 
than the actual inductance. ~i," resultant capacitor bank would thrretore be more than 




With a maximum current ol 50 A (The rating of the switch} being drawn by the swnch the 
energy in the line will be 
E1ll'IC = 0.5 X L X r2 
= 0.5 X 200m X 502 
;: 250 J 
As tl1is en~rgy is stored in the de bus capacitor, th1: voltage across the capactror rises. A 
maximum rise of voltage of I 000 V was chosen to protect the comronents of the de switch. 
Ecap = E1111< = 0.5 X C X 6V2 
C - Ecnp / (0.5 x 6V2) 
= 250 J / (0.5 x 1000 V x 1000 V) 
= 500 µF 
With a maximum operating voltage of 4 000 Vanda rated rise of voltage of 1000 Va total 
voltage rating of 5 OOOV 1s required of the capacitor. The de bu~ capacitor had to be 
composed of 24 smaller capacitor~ with ratings 3300 µF. 450 V. 33 kn, 10 Watt voltage 
sharing resistors were placed in parallel w11h the capacitors to ensure correct voltage sharing. 
The connection of the capacitor~ 1s shown in Appendix A4 of lM8]. 
4.2.4 Resistot bank 
The standard resistor banks used by Spoomet tor rcgene1at1ve braking 1s rated at 100 A anJ 33 
n. This 1s to match the current and voltage rat1o1g of the de contactor that swHches the bank 
onto the de bus. The current rating of the de dump switch i~ 51) A and therefore a higher 
rcsi~tance is needed per resistors bank. Two standmd re~istur banks in series will give a total 
of 66 n which will limit the current to 50 A. With resiMors donated by Spoornet a remtor 
bank wa\ constructed using resistors rated at 100 A. These differe<l III resist.1ncc trom about 
0.2 n 10 0.5 n and a total of 170 individual rei. stors was necessary to build a 60 n composite 
r~s!q:-• (Refer to Figure 4-1 ). The inductive part of the load resistor will br discus!>ed later. 
The load resistor also has a paras111c capacitance wiih its series resistance. The effect of this 
capacitance 1s a lot smaller than that of the inductance and was therefore ignored. 
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4.2.5 Freewheel diode 
The above mentioned res1~tors are not purely re~1stive. They arc wound rcsi,rors which gives 
them a s1gn1ficant inductive component. 1n the ,;witching of th1~ re~istor/inductor between the 
de bus und ground 1Refe1 to Figure 4• I) the sw11ch on is no prohlem. The current will nse 
gradually to its final value in a time proportional to the IJR ume constant of the re istor. 
During witch off a problem nri'.'-es Because of the inductance of the resistor the current 
cannot be internipted immediately. Because of the fast switching ume of the IGBTs an 
alternative route for current flow has to be provided . For this reason a diode is pla.:ed in anti• 
parallel w11h the resistor so that the current can commutate bct\\ocen the swllch and the diode 
dunng switch off. The energ-. tored in the inductance of the resi<.ior will then be dissipated 
in the rt~istor itself a., the current free"' heel\ through the d10Je. 
4.2.5.1 Diodes 
The voltage rating of the freewheel diode needl! to be the same a., that of the witch. When 
the switch is conducting the 1.hodc i~ blocking the Jc bus voltage and when the diode 1~ 
conducting th" witch is blocking the voltage. Becuu c ol the high 1nductancc of the resistor 
bank the current rating ul the diode needs to be in the same orJer as that uf the sw11ch. It can 
be reduced by a fuctor ol two becnuse the worst case duty cycle for :he freewheel diode 1s 50 
~- The steady state re4u1remenl3 of the freewheel diode is then 5000 V and 100 A . II is ul o 
required that the ~witching time of the 1..liode be in the nme order a that of the IGBT switch. 
The wnch operntes in about I µ so a ra~,e1 ,vitching time i needed from the diode ·. 1-ust 
wttching diode~ manufactured by Se1111kron (!)KD140F17) [~t6) \\-ere used wnh a ratir,g of 
1700 V blocking volt,1gc uno 140 A average rnrrent. Three diodes were connected 1n e1ies to 
gave the required voltage rating. The rated ,\'.itching times of these devices wa., 800 n, 
maximum 
4.2.5.2 Gharing resistors 
The diode:. u ed are also sensitive to over-voltage :.o ,t 1s nece:.~ury to em,ure correct voltage 
,haring t\cros~ the device:.. Thi\ is accompltsheJ hy again u,ing ,haring resistors. A sharing 
rem:or of 15 W. 150 ki1 wa., placed across e~e~• diode which at 1700 V gives a ~hanr: 
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current of 11 mA This 1s a lot l:irger than the leakage current of the diode nnd voltage 
sharing is thereby ensured. 
4.2.5.3 Snubber circuits 
When the sw11ch sw1tchell on and the current •~ still nowmg in the freewheel diode, the 
cum.-nt has 10 commutate from the diode to the switch The way the current switches off m 
the diode is s11own in Figure 4-.5. It can be seen how the current reduces graduallv due 10 the 
stray inductance m the diode parh. It doc howe,er not 10? at zero current bur goe negative 
m order 10 rev·crsc bias the diode. When the PN junc11on 1s fully reverse biased the current 
snap off to zero. The inductance thar caused the gradual fall of current through the drode also 
conducts the current in the negative direction. This implie a theorcucal ,·oltage across the 
inductance of negative intin11y ro ~top the current through the drodc immediately. This means 
that an RC circutt is needed ocros each diode 10 limit the voltage aero rhc diode during 






Figure 4-5 : Diode current during I urn off 
·1 he de 1gn methodology i d1 cu cd in Appcndi>. B nnd only rile re ults for this dc!;1gn 1 
ho"n here. lhc re 1sror 1111mg is 10 n. 10 Wand rhe capacitor i~ 3.2 nF, 2500 V. The • Me 
placed in cries with each other and the combination m parallel with each diode. 
4.2.6 Voltage meHuremsnt 
The de dump i a voltage controlled device, It monitors the voltage on its de bus and reacts 11 
rhe voltage goes too high. For this reason rhe voltage or the de bus has to be convened 10 a 
value that the control circuitry can handle. The maximum voltag'! or the de bus is 5000 V 
and the muimum voltage of the control circuitry i:, 5 V. Therefore a ratio is needed of l000 
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12 kn \l~urtd voltag, GND ._ ________ _._z_.c_n_e-r_~ 
20 k.O 
Figure 4-6: Voltage measuring circuit for the 3 kV de bu:. 
For he purpo~e ol mm1m1 mg the etfect ot no1 e the voltage div1 10n \\as done m ('ages. 
High J)O\\er, high voltage mea urmg resistors \\ as u ed to di\ 1de the voltage down to 272 V 
maximum. Thi was then funher d1Hded nd filtered down to S V ma,dmum w11h the ration 
et by the value of thr. potenuumeter. The filter capacitor were cho en 10 give a 11me 
con lant of about 20 ms to be fa t enough to comrol the de bus, but low enough ro ltmu high 
frequency nm e. A large capaenor was u ed to provide the required capacitance for the filler 
and a mailer capacitor w put in parallel to provide a low impedance path for high rrcquency 
1gnals. To protect the electronic e1rcu11ry a 5 V zener diode wns placed aero the measured 
lgnal to prevent the me., urcd 1gnal from going over SV. 
4.3 Control ~tr :egles for the solid state d.: dump 
The ohd tnte de dump 1s the main protcc11on device m the protot)pc de tr ct1on tern. It 
measure rhe vohagc on the de bu of the y.tem and. in the case of o\CMoltage, pulls n 
down by di ipaung energy ma 1:irge dump re I ror Two control melhod were in plem 
111 operating lhc de dump. The one w~ clas 1cnl proport1onalhntegral (Pl) control , 1 I 11t' 
other an imptementallon of a fuzzy logic control algorithm. Both methods t.sed dt : C),1~ 
control of lhe PWM \\ 11ch111g wavefonn 10 eonrrol the de bus voltage. The m.ithemnucal 
model of rhc calcula11on of rhe duty cycle differ dramatic:illy between the rwo method 
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4.3. 1 Pl Control 
The de dump has 10 be pre-set to n value ,.. here II tart. to operate. In other \\ords II needs a 
reference level at \\hich it 1,1.ill start ha\mg a non-zero duty cycle The control loop for the Pl 
controller 1s ho1,1.n m Figure .i. 7 
Reference 
Voltaae 
Duty cycle Switch 
I L __ 
~1l'asurem~nt Guin 
DC Bus 
Figure 4-7: Control loop for the de dump using PJ control 
The wnching of the 3 kV voltage cau e large voltage transient cuu ing much no1 e. Inc 
control circuitry had lo be dcs, :u1ed to be as immune 10 nm c a~ po 1blc. Smoothing 
ca~acitors were used where po siolc :.nJ all long wiring v.ere hicldcJ. 1 he gain of the 
measurement (A) i 1/1000 as disc1,sscd Iii ~ccuon 4.2.6. The design of the Pl controller i 
hown m Appendix C. The proponional gJm (P) 1s unit.> and the integral gain (I) is 1670. 
The circuit dtngrams for the control boards u \\ell as the board la,>out arc hov.n m detail in 
re pccuvcly Appendix AS and 84 tn (MS) 
4.3.2 Fuzzy Control 
The other method that \\.c, employed tn the CJn •ol of th .. d, fum,:: wn.~ fu1.zy logic comrol. 
Thts used a PC with un analogue/d1g11nl antcrtace cnrd 10 er 1trol the dump. The ame 
measurement sy tern was u ed as for the PI controlle r r.nd the au • c!ury c,>::le generator, but 
the control was done d1g11ally by calculation in th1. PC. The t,1cory employed in the 
application of fuzzy logic has not been discussed yet. but wall be oone in the following 
chapter. The operation of the de dump under funy contrc, will rl o be !'!Vc~tigated funhcr m 
ti .. : next chapter. 
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4.4 Practical results of the solid state de dump 
The converter wai. but!~ up according to the design as discussed. A photo of the pracucaJ 













ln the study of the operation of the <le dump two time scale,; are of importance:. The first ts the 
voltage and current waveforms of the lGBT, during sv.;1tching. The time scale for thb 1s in 
the order of m1crosccor:ds, similar to the s\\-itching time of a single IGBT. The opemtton of 
the Pl cuntroller is 111 the 11111c scale of seconds. This 1s in the scale of millisecond, a, the 
controller use, var1.1t1O11 in the dutv cycle of the 1 kHz switching waveform to ~ontrol the de 
bu, voltage. 
4.4. 1 Switching waveforms 
A., was prev1ou,ly mentioned the mai.1 pr0blem m the er•es connec11un ol IG3Ts 1s the 
sharing of the \ oltage across the IGBTs. Tl c .. nubbcr 0ocra1es dunng switch-off. l'hc 
snubher limits ,he vohage across md1v1d"al IGBTs not to ex1;e, : the <levice·s \'oltage limit 
Tl;c: ~:1 ubbcrs were designed to srart operating al 8G.l V per IGBT Fii;tirc 4-9 ,how~ the 
voltage waveform al the nocc:s bctwten thc: 1nd:vidu:1I IGBTs durmg .he swn~h-off tr.m,1ent. 
The \0ltage doc\ not ,hare equally during swuch-\)ff, but the IGBTs to switch ol f fi rst 11keli 
most of the volt,1ge. In Figure 4-9 v0ltage 1s rr:.1inl, taken by IGBT numbers I, 2. 5, o anu 7• 
IGBT numbers l 5, 6 and 7 are at th:.:ir limit a ·cording rn their respective snubber~ and 
Number 2 takes th.: rcmain;ng voltage If the volt a{ i- ven.' ,, rise furthi:r the other IGBTs 











.._ __________________ \'..::J 
Figure 4-9: IGBT voltage "aveforms during snitch-oft' 
•• 
After th.! .switching instant the haring re\1s1ors start dividing the voltage between the IGBTs 
equally. The speed of 1h1.s ac11on is detennined by the RC umc con,tant bet"'ecn the sharing 
re Mors and the snubber capacitors. Figure 4-10 show.s ho\\. the , oltagcs tan unequal after 











Time (200 µs/dh ) 
Figure -i-tO: 'ode voltages in the IGBT string during one period 
At the ume the IGBTs switch on again, the voltage across them is equal. The .switch-on 
transient 1s sho"" n in Figure 4-11. Tlie on-state voltage across the string of IGtffs 1s about 25 
V. The IGBTs switch from 3 k" de to 25 V in about 500 n.s. This caust.:s severe 
electromagnetic interference in all elt·ctronic c1rcu11ry. It can oc noted node voltages 4 and 5 
me before they drop to zero. This is caused by IGBTs I to 3 and 6 to R switching on before 4 
and 5. The vol ta e becomes lower across the sw, hes that switch first, while those that have 
not yet .,w11ched hru. to t1ke the voltage. When thes~ also start to conduct the voltage appears 
aero,, the dumping ,es1qor. 
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/d1\ ... ,~ 
J-H . ..._ _________________ __J 
Time (200 ns/d1v) 
f.igure 4-11 : ode ,oltage wa,eforms in the IGBT Iring during "itch-on 
It h been 1d that the re I tor 1 , ery mdui.:u, c Tius can be en m Figure 4-12 where t 1c 
currcr .. through the inductor I hO\\ n w 11h the , ohagc aero lhc IGBT w 11ch. When rhe 
w11ch 1s conducting the ,ohage aero II drop lo zero but, because of the inductance of the 
res1 tor ba•1k, the current doe not 1mmedrntel) Jump to 11 final value. The ume II takes to 
reach two thmis of its final value I about 300 µs W11h a re 1st1vc value of 60 n th1 1mphc 






Re IStor ( _t ,,,--
Current / /1 
(20 A/div) _____ } -----~J 
Time (200 µs/d1,) 
Figure 4-12: R istor current, • IGBT witch ,oltage 
The commutation of current from the IGBT to the freewheel diode can be een m Figure • 
I J When the IGBT are conducting the currcni flow through them and none through the 
freewheel diode . When the IGBT top conducting the current commutates from the IGBT 















Figure 4· 1' : Freeuheel diode current,·. IGBT ~\\itch ,o!tage 
The last cons1derat1on m the operation of the ~olid ,tale de dump. is 1he ,haring acros, the 
freewheel diode dunng the ume that II has to be blocking If th1 does not uperate correct!) 
the diode will be destroyed by the over-voltage The diode will the open c1rcu11 permanently 
and the freewheel operauon \\Ill not operate. The IGBT, will then be de tro}ed by the o,·er-
volt.1ge caused b) the inductance of the resi tor bank. The ,oltage hanng across the diodes i~ 
hown m Figure 4-14. Ag:110 lhe voltage sharing 1s not perfect but "1th a diode r:11mg of 1700 











t . . 
Figl!re 4.14: \'olta~e ,haring a, ~o,s the free\\heel diode 
4.4.2 Pl Control 
7 
In the opera11on of the de d•Jmp 1t 1s important to ,ee that the ,oltage does not rise exorb11antl} 
abO\e the pre-,et 'ialue of the de dump. Thi, 1s the mam function that the de dump has to 
perform. It 1s also important that the dump react quickly to \ystem vanat1on to protect the 
other s}\tem component . 
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In the testing of the PI controller a lirmt of 3 kV w~ ,et on the de bus value. For ,afety 
reasons the rest of the system was not connected in the testing phase of the de dun;p. The 
testing of the de dump con:,1sted of using !he sofhlarter lo control the de bus voltage (B~ 
,arying the firing angle) and monitoring the response of the con,ener Because of the 
physical separation of the dm,tng c1rcuttry and the con,erter the high ,oltage and low voltage 
:.1gnab could not be combined onto a :;ingle trace. The method of tesung the PI controller \I.as 
to have the de bus voltage steady at a voltage below the pre- et value of the de dump. A ~tep 
change m reference for the ,oft-,tancr is then given 10 ha\e the bu::. voltage me abo,e the 
specified hmit. 
Figure 4-15 shows the voltage:; 1ns1de the analogue PI controller. The reference \Oltage to the 
sott--;tarter i~ first 8 V which corresponds to 1.5 kV on the de bus. The reference 1s then 
dropped to 5.7 V which • wtthout the working of the de dump. \I.OU Id charge the de bus to 3.8 
kV. Al the pomt in time marked X the voltage nse through the 3 kV pre-,;et limit of the de 
dump. The pwm duty cycle 1s changed 10 limit the Jc bus voltage. The de supply has 
1nJuctance in the path and there lore does not nse "'1th a step response according 10 the step 
reterencc given 10 the soft-staner. It 1. also non-linear and does not give the class1cal econd 







,,.~· ~ ,r-_,. ,_J~~~~~,!~s.~o-~~~10.s V/Div) 
JV' ! . _.....__ 
I 
, , , 1 ,,,1 , , ,,,1,,,~fereµc.e\-'.oltag,e.,Soft,~· ter(2\'/Div) ---1.5 \' 1 ~.7V 
Time (ZOO ms/div) 
Figure 4-15: Reaction of the de dump controller under a simulated fault condition 
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The most unportant measurement 1s not that of the controller. but that of the actual de bu . II 
is here where the voltage needs to be ltmited to pre.,,ent over-voltage damage. A high voltage 
probe was connected to the de bu and the measured voltage 1s sho"n an Figure 4-16. It can 
be seen that the voltage nses 200 V abo,e the hn1it before 11 1s brought back to 3 kV Th!s 
reprcscnb a 6.7 % overshoot. The ume 11 take,; to limit the voltage 1s about 300 ms . 
. 
3200 V '\. • 3000 \' - -
/ 300Yms + DC Bus Voltage 
(500 V 
/ div) 
••••l••••l 1• 11 l••••l••• •f• 1• 1 l••••l••••l••••I•••• 
• ,__ ____ 1500 V 
: . 
Time (200 ms/div) 
1-"lgure 4-16: Actual de bus rnltage during over-voltage limiting 
When the voltage drops back to 3 kV II shoots over lightly below 3 kV before cttling ,u 3 
kV. The controller could be made t operate faster. but the oscillations would increase un11l 
the y tern becomes unstable. 
4.5 Concluaion• 
ln the development of the solid talc de dump witch certain facts were clearly shown. 
• rn the series connecuon of the IGBT devices voltaic hanng was the main problem. Usmg 
advanced over-voltage snubbers, this problem was effectively addressed. The witch has 
only been implemented for 50 A. U:.mg larger IGBTs and nubber circuits thio; could be 
e:\panded to switch u
1
1 to 1000 A which would account for an entire substation's 
regenerative braking 
• The dev1c-e., :.ave been designed for the absolute worst case cenario. If the parameters of 
the line and resistor banks are measured the devices col•IJ be redesigned considerably 
smaller according to the :u:tutil system parameters. 
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• The mc:asurement of the de bus voltage i currently being done by a resm1ve divider and 
fed directly into lhe comrolhng electronics. This 1s very effecthl' and gi\es a gOO\I ignal. 
but it has two distinct disadvantages. The one i that In the case of 1solnt1on failure the 
measurement 1s electncally connected to 1he con1rollcr. This ha! 1he d311ger that the 
con1roller could be damaged or de troyed. The 011,er disadvam:ige of 1he electrical 
connec11on is thal lhe ground of the power and lhe con1roll::•2 ri cu11ry has 10 be the ame. 
which normally is not the case. An i olntion interface would have to be developed for the 
voltage measurement 
• The implemenlntion of PJ Control in the operation of the de dump has proven ro be vef) 
effective. The voltage is clamped to only a 6 % overshoot w11hin 300 ms of over-voltage. 
The response is not n econd ord graph because of the non-linear nature of the operation 




Development of the 
Fuzzy Controller 
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,5. Development of the Fuzzy Controller 
5.1 Introduction 
Fuzzy comrol has been used extensively in indust11 fnr l variety of processes (MIO). These 
include controlling robotic mouon [A22] to the stabilising of a power system [B 15]. To the 
authors knowledge it has been used once in the South African traction system [A:!3 ]. The 
principle of intelligent system protection is to monitor the system condition aml to have rhe 
system respnnd in such a way as to protect it!>elf. The way this fuzzy controller does thi~ 1s b) 
evaluating all the system parameters. like de: bus voltages and the current drawn from the ac 
gnd. and controlling the system inputs to keep these parameters within safe limits. The steps 
















Functions of thr 
output ,·.ar!ables 




The concept of fuzzy control is to evaluate inputs according to ~ertain criteria. The i:iput then 
loses 11s crisp value to a set of functions that descnbc that input. None of the f11nct10ns have 
the absolute descnption of the variable, but each weighs the var:able against that certain 
criterion. More will be said about that later. The rule base control the vay the controller react 
to its inputs and control the outputs. The output of the fuzzy controller a.lso needs 10 be a 
crisp value. The fu:,.1.y values inside the controller need to be translated to crisp values that 
can be reacted to by the rest of the system. 
The operation of the fuzzy controller will first be demonstrated in its operation of the de 





T:1e .:.tep of fuzz1ficai1on is the process where cmply defined input values ..u-e tran~lated to a 
~et of vah .. es that characterise 1ha1 1npu1. These value are dc1ermined by 1he rule hase thal 
... , that for a certain charactem11c or the input. 1he output would have another charactem11c. 
• 11 reason 1he fuzz1ficauon step and the rule base arc u.:,ually developed toge1,1er. The de 
du ,p ts 11 voltage controlled dence so the voltage needs 10 be .. naractenscd lingu1,ueally for 
1he fuzzy controller. 
The main de bus 1s expected to vary to ome degree about a working voll 1ge of about 3J kV 
Tht ts because of the tn1pedance ot the tran~former and lhe regenerative action of the de 
mowr drive. Two error cond1110ns can occur. The vollage can he pulled 100 low by excessive 
powering or 1he voltage can rise loo high due 10 excessive regeneration. A range of vana11on 







Maio DC Bus Membership t unctions 
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lain Bus Voltagt (kV) 
Figure 5-2: ;\Jembership function:. for the main de bus ,oltage 
It can be seen that, 1t the voltage drops lower then 3.1 kV, the controller starts to \Ce II a., an 
error and starts compcnsauon. When the voltage reaches 2.7 kV the controller secs the error 
a:. cii11cal and docs maxunum compen~ation for whatever could be pulling the de bus down . 
Sirnil,uly, if the de bus ri~cs above 3.5 kV. the controller secs a small error condition. It will 
then st 1rt compcn~ating using the de dump. If the bus keep~ on ming the error become~ more 
cnucal until at 3.7 kV the error 1s at maximum. After the highest level is h,·eached. back-up 
measures will have to be taken. 
The lower part of the voltage range 1s di\ ided up inio two s c•ions. This is to distinguish 
between start-up where the voltage 1s very low, and the condition where the voltage is pulled 
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low. If the vollage i.s pulled too low and starts to enter the lowest pan of the range, then the 
controller can kno'"' that the compensation of the fuzzy stage is nut work.mg ~ufficien1ly and 
the system should hut itself down. 
5.3 Rule Base 
The rule base is the part of the controller where the intelligence ot an expenenced operator ,~ 
implemented in the ompu1er. The rule base could be de.scnbed as the "intelligence" behind 
the fuzzy con1roller. The rule base is a collection of rules that determine the controller's 
response to the weighted inputs to the fuzzy controller. In this specific sy~tem there is t!iree 
output~ that the fuzzy controller can influence to protect the system: the duty cycle of the de 
dump. the speed and the torque on the rotor. In the operation of the de Jump only the duty 
cycle is of importance. The de dump is only controlled by the de bu~ voltage so the rule base 
for 1ts operation i.s very simple : 
• Rule I • TF
1 
the Main Bus2 is HIGH·' THEN 
Duty Cycle is HIGH4 
• Rule 2 : rr- Main Bus is ~OT HIGH THEN •.. J 
Duty Cyde is LOW 
These rules linguiMicall~ describe the operauon of the de dump. In the fuzz1fi ... ation stage the 
~fain Bus ha~ been linguistically defined using certain member hip functions. The linguistic 
variables HIGH and LOW need to be defined as membcrsh,p functions ru; well. This is 
necessary to convert the output (The duty cycle) bacl,; to a crisp value that the converter can 
opc:rate on. 
5.4 Inference 
The inference stage is a process where the controller takes the weighted inputs supplied by the 
fuzzif1cation stage and uses them 10 determine the "truth" of each rule. Each rules is assigned 
'Operators arc wnnen in Nonna! CAPITAL LETfERS 
: Input ond Outpu1 paramc1cr\ arc wnucn 1n Normal Bold utters 
1 
Mtmbcrsh1p funtuon~ of mpu1s and ou1pu1s are 11, nntn in BOLD CAPITAL LElTERS 
'The Dclpt11 .:ode for 1mplcmcn11ng these rule, i, sho11,,n in Appcn<l1ll D. 
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a per.. 'ntage ot truth according 10 the truth ot lls argument. The standard defin1t1ons for thi.: 
,.\."'1D. OR and NOT flperators in fuzzy logit' .ire: 
truth (not '<l = 1.0- truth 1,1 
truth ( x and y) = minimum (truthl x l. truth<) ) 1 
rr I; ! x or y) = max mum l truth I, 1. truth! y)) 
, methodology the truth ot the each rule can be determined as a percentage. When 
rJth , f the specific rule ts determined it 1s applted to the output membership function of 
the rule using one of two methods. The one method in called the minimum method where the 
output membership tunction ts clipped to the \'alue of the truth of the rule. This is called MIN 
inferencing The other method is called the PRODUCT method where the output membership 
function is scaled by the value or the truth of the rule. In this controller the product 
inferencing method was used. 
The controlling output of the fuzzy protection controller is duty cycle of the solid state de 
dump. The duty cycle ,~ characterised by a two membership functions being High and Low. 
These membership functions are shown m Figure 5-3. This linear function is the simplest 
fonn of membership fur. tion and more complicated methods exist. ror this first prototype 
these were found 10 be sufficient. 
Duty Cycle Output Membership Functions 




( % ) 
0 
Duty Cycle ( % ) 
High 
Figure 5-3 : Membership functions describing the duty cycle output 
5.5 Composition 
Thi." composition stage 1s where the output membership functions of all the rules that arc 
applicable to a rertain output are combined to form a single output membership function for 
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that output. There are abo t\\.O main methods of combining the individual membership 
func11ons to fonn a single membership function . The:.e arc rhe :\fAX and SUM methods. The 
.\1AX method takes the pointwi e maximum over all the separate membership functions to 
construct the final member~h1p function . Figure 5-4 shows the dem ing of the final 
mcmber~hip function using the truth value, ,ho"'n in the box and the ~1AX composition 
mcthn<l. 
Duty Cycle Output Membership Functjons 
JOO --------------------------
Degree or 
~hmbtrship D C I L 
Duty Cycle lligh 
70 
( ~ l uty yet ow 
JO L:.----::::: . . . . -. -. . . . . 
0 JOO 
Duty Cycle Low 
I Duty Cycle High 
• 30 ~ 
• 70 % ______ ___, 
► 
Figure 5-4 : Final membership function for duty cycle using MAX composition 
The SUM method summates all the individual membership functions and then is nonnali ed 
to I 00 percent again. This is demon!>tratcd 1n Figure 5-5 using the same values as ...,a!> used 
for MAX compos111on. The SUM compo!>ilion method can give truth values greater than JOO 
% which has to be normalised to give a maximum of 100 % again. 
Duty Cycle Output M cm hersJ,jp functions 
JOO - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Duty Cyc:lt lli&h De1ru or 70 
Miembersbip Du1y Cydt Low 
('l,) -
3o I . . . _ .. _ 
. - .... - . - -.. 
o JOO 
Duty Cycle Low 
Duty Cycle High 
DUI} Cycle ( ~) 
• 30 C:c 
• 70 % 
Figure 5-5: Final membership runction for duty cycle U!>ing SlJ?\1 composition 
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In thi• applica11on i~ "'as decided to use ~1AX compo\ition for the final membership function 
de~~nbing the duty cycle. The membership func1ion is :.till a fuzzy linguistic variable and 
needs to be converted to a crisp value (Voltage) that can dnve the converter. 
5.6 Defuzzlficatlon 
The final ,tep in the fuzz} comroller 1:. converting the output member~hip funcuon. which is a 
fu71_y set, to a cm,p value that 1, u,_eful to the rest of the system. For the de dump the control 
signal~ that need to be defuzzified is the du1y cycle. There are several methods on 
defuzzifyin , fuzzy sets. Two of these methods are Centre Of Maxima (COM) defuzzification 
and Cen:ro1J method defuuifica11on . 
5.6. 1 Ce,troid Defuzziflcation 
In the Centroid method, the crisp value of the output variable is computed by finding the 
variable value of the centre of gravity of the membership function for the fuzzy value ([Tl OJ, 
f~f 11 )). In this application MAX composition was used so in the defuzzific:ition stage there 
will be referred to Figure 5-4 as the final membership function for the duty cycle. The method 
to determine the centre of ;:ravuy ts simply by calculaung the moment of the function d1v1ued 
by the .irea of the function. 
In Figure 5-5 it can be een that the variation in the values of the duty cycle is limued 10 a 
certain range (0 10 I 00 %). If this 1s taken as the uni\ er,;e of discourse (M 11 ), the area can be 
calculated by integrating f(x) d,. where f("<) 1s the membership function and x 1s the output 
\atiaolc. The moment of the function 1~ calculated by integrating over the same range x • f(xl 
dx. Thc result "'ill be a value inside the range defined for the variable. Th" crisp value 
(Between O and I 00) will be used as an output to the rest of the system. 
5.6.2 Centre of Maxima Defuzz/flcatlon 
The Centre Of Maxima method computes a crisp output as a weighted mean of the term 
membership maxima, weighted by the inference results. The locations of the individual term 
member\hip maxima are indicated by the arrow, in Figure 5-6 and the inference results are 
shown by the crossbars on each arro~ . Let V be the lingu1s11c variable ( Duty Cycle I to be 
defuu1fied. let µv1 be all the membership func11on~ of all hngui~tic terms i defined for the 
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vanable to be detuzz1fied. and let µt., be the inference result for e\ef) lingu1\ttC 1erm 1. The 
crisp output value v for lhe fuzz) 1,anable V 1s detmed by the follo...,ing equauon. 
\' 
2,[µ ".max(µ, ).arg(max(µ ))] 
' ················· ···· ········· ............ II) £_µ I., 
Duh· Cycle Output Membership Functions 
100 ___________________ f _____ _ 
Degree of Duty ycle High 70 
( % ) uuty )C e ow Membership ~r. C. 1 L I 
30,---·-- ···------------
0 100 
Duty Cycle ( % ) 
Duty Cycle Low 
Duty Cycle High 
-30 % 
-70 % 
Figure 5-6 : CO~l defunification of the torque member,hip fui.c,ion 
► 
In the de dump controller the COM method of defuu1ficatton was u ed to calculate the duty 
cycle of the I kHz pw m signal dnvmg the converter. 
5.7 Practical Results of the de dump using Fuzzy Logic Control 
The cntena for the operation of the de dump ha, been d1scu~,ed m the pre, ious chapter. The 
ame measurement system and pwm generator h.lS be..:n used for both the controller~. Only 
the control block of the analogue PI controller ha!> been replaced by tile PC emplo) mg funy 
control. 
The same melhod of creaung a \tcp m the de bus \'Oltage 1s U\ed to force the ,oltage to go 










• If'' I I. I I • I I I I P.W~l Duty Cyde Signal, I 
Fuzzy - --
Controller o.s ,. A B 
(0.5 V -: I l / div) . -
Time ( I 00 ms/div) 
Figure 5-7 : Reaction of the fuzz) logic de dump controller under a ~imulatrd fault 
conditfon 
The dUI} C)cle of the converter ,~ gener:ited u,mg a UC3524 chip The duty C)cle does not 
tan increasing 1mmedia1el} ~ the :rr•1t voltage n e~ abo,c O V. The output of the fuzzy 
controller 1s et to have a minimum value of 0.8 V ,,.. h1ch is the ma,;1mum voltage which s1111 
enforces a zero duty C)cle In the.: \Oltage wave.form of the duty C)cle reference signal the 
C)cle ume of the fuzz} controller can be seen. l1 take, about 50 ms for the C)cle of 
measurement. calculation and output to be completed. In hgure 5-7 the fir~t calculauon of 
duty cycle after the error (Pomt A) 1 ,cry close to the final vah,.: for ::ompensa11on and the 
,oltage tab11i es very qu1ckl~ Due to an error m measurement I Due to noise - Point 8) the 
controller wnte~ out a \Hong output for one C}clc The ,o)tage then me a bit and the 
comroller has to com pen ate. It can be een that the ~Y'tem take~ about I 00 ms to settle 
agam. In Figure 5-8 the actual de bus voltage "ns me:l! urcd again under fuzzy logic control. 
The ra~, respon~e of the controller can be een m the small oveHhoo1 m the voltage. Again 
an error m measuremem caused an incorrect control 1gnal to be \Hll'en out. This 11me the 
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'11 t I••',,,,., I ••• ,,.···~· ••• , I II , •• ,,, ,, , .,,,., 
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-. 
Figur~ 5 8: ctual de bu ,oltage during o,er-,oltage limiting 
The rcacuon time of the fuzzy controller 1s about 3 ume faster than the Pl controller of the 
previous chapter. The ful.Z} controller thr.: has been emplo}ed does not have an mtcgratmg 
function. Thi means that II will ha\e a con tant following error contrary to the Pl controller 
A dig11nl integrator can be implemented to address th1 problem. 
The concept of fuzzy control could easily be expanded 10 the control of the re t of the. y tern. 
5.8 Conclusions 
A controller has been 1mplemenred in 3 prototype ystem rc.>prcsenting a prnc11callv large 
system The role of thh controller 1s firstly }'Stem protection :ind secondly interfacing .... uh 
the ystem operator 10 fncilnate the sy tem operauon, The fUlZY controller monitors nil the 
) tern parameters and implements the mtelhgence of an experienced y tern operator m 
~ftware format. The system e\aluate~ the input and make:. intelligent control deci ion~ 
a.:cordmg to the rules et by the operator. The controller then interpret( "' re ult of the 







,6. lntelllg~nt System Protection 
6.1 Introduction 
All systems used in industry nppI;calll 11~ li:i,e an nn:a of afe operation Thi~ might vary in 
comple,uty from a simple motor dnve that 1s i•1111ted to I Cl!rta1n maximum speed, 10 complex 
systems chat have numerous currents, voltages. speed~, ecc. that cannot exceed spec11ied limits 
for each parainecer In a typical sy~h:m the protecuon scheme will prevent the ,yst-::m from 
exceeding 11s s~cified lim,• . An error would cause a shutdown of the Jppropnate subsystem 
or the totals~•, ern. 
!n ch.:;;1.-1 3 1h~ protection 111 t),:,1cal Spoomet ubstallon 1~ d1scu,sed. The basic pnn,1ple 1s 
that , J ~ 1 e ,. ,•11 JI" a parumeter and shut:, down 1f there •s un error. The pnnc1ple of 
intelligent sybtt-,n l "O~ll•)n t tha1 pammeters trom all over tlie S) tem 1 1non1tored by a 
simple cont oiler. TI,e co.11roller will then mru.:,. 11,proprrnte ci•ion lo handle the error by 
controlling 111e system ns a "hole mscead ot 1u~: localised pro1ec11on 
In chis chapter two methods of 1111elligent control are dt cu ed and cena11 co ,du ion made 
The one mecho<l 1s a hutdown concroll'!r and the other a fuay concroller chat influences the 
S)stcm inputs. The one could be opern.crl 1111hou1 1he other. but for maximum afecy 11 \\as 
derided not lo operate rhe fuzz, contro!ler w11ho•,t the .,hutdown ~ontrollcr as a badup. 
Figure 6-1 sho\\S the relitllOn of •he prok 1100 :,y,1cms to the area ol normal operation. The 
•hutd wn level of error can onl} be zero or one This implies that the re:.pon~e 10 any fault 
condit,on will he totally binvy. 
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Voltage and power levels high 
Figure 6-1 : Shutdown Control Layers of Protection 
A fuzzy controller is proposed that acts as a bufter between the normal opcra11ng area where 
there is no errors and the shutdown area which can be ,een as a cr111ca1 error area (Figure 6-21. 
The purpose of the fuzzy controller is to evaluate the ,,·eight of the error and 10 scale the 
response accorc!ingly 
Level of error 
Normal Operating 
Area 
Voltage and power levels 
Figure 6-2 : Fuzzy Control Layers of protection 
6.2 Shutdown System Protection 
high 
The conven11onal protec11on scheme monitors the parameters of the system and responds by 
shutting down either a part of the system or the whole system. This is shown as two layers of 
operation in Figure 6-1 In the following section a protection controller employing fua: 
control is discussed. The inputs to the fuzzy system controller and the shutdown controller are 
iden11cal and arc summarised in Table 6-1 . 
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Table :'i-1: Protection input parameters [Tll] 
~l:'.'item Parameter O[!eratini: Area Highe,;t Limit 
Phase Input Currenb < 150A 200A 
l\lain de Bus Voltage 3.3 kV -HV 
AC-AC Converter DC Bus Voltagl' 800V 850V 
,\nti-r'araUel DC Dus Voltage 800V 850 V 
Anti-Parallel Current 50 A 70A 
Speed < 1440 rpm 1500 rpm 
The trategy of error handling emplo)ed b) the ~hutdown layer i:. to isolate the error from the 
re:.t of the ~ystem by sw11chmg off the surrounding ubsystems. The different ub~ystem are 
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Figure 6-3 : Traction :.ub Cation prototype system 
Energy i stored t11roughout the syi;1em m capac11i,c, inductive and kinetic fonn . The 
shutdown protection trategy will concentrate on the pl:ices where large amounts of energy are 
)torcd. The e arc the chJrges stored in the three de bu es and the kinetic energy stored in the 
rotor of the motor. 
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6.2.1 Energy Stored In DC Buses 
The energy stored in the de buses can easily be calculated if the capacitance value and the 
voltage is known. 





The three buses are the marn 3,3 kV bus. the anu -parallel path de bus and the ac 10 ac 
converter de bus. The energy stored in the respective buses are as follows. 
Mam bus : 
Voltage : 3.3 kV 
Capacitance : 500uF + 400uF + 2 6-t0uF = 3 540uF 
Energy : 0.5, 3 540c-6 x 3 3()()2 = 19,275 kJ 
Anti-parallel Bus: 
Voltage : 800 V 
Capacitance : 26.4 mF 
Energy : 0.5 x 26.4e-3 x 8002 = 8.448 kJ 
AC to ac convener Bu;,: 
Voltage : 900 V 
Capacitance : 13 mF 
Energy : 0.5 x 13 e-3 x 9002 = 5.265 kJ 
l otal energy stored in de huses = 33 kJ 
6.2.2 Energy Stored In the Motor 
The other main storage element m the system is the rotor of the two motors. The energy 
stored in the rotor has to t-c dissipated for the motor 10 stop and the syMem to be \a[e. The 
inertia of the rotor can be calculated using the rundown test (Tl2J, Appendix Eon the rotor. 
The inertia of the rotor was measurer! to be 23 kg.ml. The energy stor.:d in the rotor during 
maximum speed is then 
E SIO<N = 0.5 X J \ ro
2 
............. ............... ................................. ..... ........ ......... ................ ... ... (2) 
with ro the radial speed of the rotor. The maximum speed of the motor is 1500 rpm which 
translates to 157 rad/s. The energy stored in the rotor is then 284 kJ. 
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The energy stored in the rotor is many orders of magnitude greater than t~at stored in the de 
buses. This does not make the other places of energy storage insignificant. The de buses ~re 
connected to IGBT switch-gear that are very sensitive to over-voltage [TIJ]. lhe distribuuon 
of stored energy will detennine the strategy in !.he shutdown procedure of the system 
controlh!r. The motor has to be stopped before the de buses can b..! discharged and all the 
subsystems be switched off. 
6.2.3 Shutdown Protection Strategy 
As meauoned earlier the l>as1c strategy employed is shutting down only the necessary 
subsystems to isolate any fault that has occurred. A communication protocol is established 
between the Central Control Computer (CCC) and the subsystems to give the CCC control 
over the operation of the system. The communication with the subsystems a.re summansed in 
Table 6-2. In such a noise intensive area as a substation a controller malfunction has to be 
kept in mind. In the event of a controller malfunction the conventional protection would s•ill 
be there to protect the system hardware, but the advamagcs of the system controller \\.Ould 
clearly be lost. 
Table 6-2 : Communication with the individual subsystems 
~uhs1:stem Subs1:stem to CCC CCC to Subs1:stem 
DC motor drive DC motor drive error signa! DC motor drive status 
Speed 
Synchronous motor Synchronous motor dri-.,e error Synchronous motor drive 
drive signal status 
Torque 
Anti-parallel choppe1 Anti-parallel chopper error Anti-parallel chopper 
signal status 
Anti-parallel inverter Anti-parnllel inverter error signal Anti-parallel inverter 
status 
Sc ft-starter Soft-starter error signal Soft-starter status 
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An AlteraT"' EPLD was u ed 10 monitor the error 1gnals from all the ~ubsy:.tem and to \I.rite 
the status signals 10 each subsystem (Appendix A8. A9), It also functions to control the \peed 
and torque .signals to the two motor dri'ies during fault conditions. The control of the 
reference \ignals is to ensure controlled operauon even during S\\. itch-off of the ystem. 
Two cla5.ses of errors were identified. The one cla.~s •~ sub~ystem errors where the error \lgnal 
of a subsystem would indicate that something inside that subsystem Ls faulty. The other clas:. 
is the parametric errors such as over-voltage on one of the de bu es. The e parameters are 
Ii ted in Table 6-1. 
6.2.4 Shutdown R:.,/e Base 
For the application of the above trateg} a rule ba e had to be constructed. This would be 
applied by the EPLD to control the protection of the entire ystern. The first rule base 1s that 
nece sary for parametric error . If a po1ramcter goes out of bounds all systems that will be 
affected by that error. or could have cau ed the error, arc switched off. The rules for the 
parametric errors rue listed in Table 6-3. The code for this implementation is hown in 
Appendix F. 
Table 6-3 : Parametric errors and system response 
Paramttric error S:t:stem resl!!2nse 
System over- Parallel inverter off I No current drawn through anti-parallel path I 
current Par~llel chopper off I No current drawn through anti-parallel path I 
Soft-starter off { System i olated from grid I 
De dump on {Sink stored energy of hu ,ind rotor I 
Speed signal zero I Use de drive lo brake the rotor I 
Torque signal maximum negattve {Use Synchronous drive to brake 
the rotor I 
Synchronous Synchronous motor drive off I de bus isolated I 
motor drive de 
bus over-volta&e 
Anti-parallel de Parallel inverter off I de bus i,olated l 
bus over-volta&e Parallel chopper off { de bus isolated l 
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Main de bus over- De dump on ( Sink energy lifting the de bus} 
voltage 
Anti-parallel Parallel inverter off (No more current in the path } 
over-current Parallel chopper off ( No more current in the path } 
Synchronous motor drive off {No currenr injected in grid poinc} 
Soft-starter off { No current in1ected in grid point I 
De dump on { Sink energy stored in system} 
Speed signal zero (Use de drive to brake the rotor} 
ft can be see::n that for some errors only one sub-system is switched off while for others the 
entire system needs to be switched off. Even if the whole system needs to be switched off. the 
switch-off process can be controlled and the critical places of energy storage can be 
discharged before the system switches off cor.1pletely. This 1s an example of intelligent 
control. The intelligence of an expert system operator is programmed into the system 
controller th~r does the protection control automatically thereafter. 
A ~imilnr strategy is followed in designing the system responses to subsystem errors. ff a 
subsystem fails, the ;.ubsystcrn needs to be isolated from potentially harmful sources of 
energy. 
Table 6-4 : Rule base for system errors 
Error condition R1Jle for the resuonse 
DC drive errot" Parallel invener off { Regeneration path closed} 
Parallel chopper off { Regeneration path closed} 
DC Drive off ( Correlate controller with system} 
Soft-starter off { No extra energy into the system} 
l)c dump on [ Dissipate energy stored in the system) 
Torque signal mbimum negative { Br&..ke motor with 
th:- ~vr,chronou!> motor dfr,c: I 
ParalU Chut>per or Parallel inverter off (Co~!Jate controller wrlh 




Synchronous motor :irive error Parallel chopper off {Correlate controller with 
system) 
Synchronous motor drive off { Correlate conlroller 
with system/ 
Soft-starter off : :-,;o eictra en~rgy into the systt"m} 
De dump on ( Dissipate energy stored in the system} 
Speed :-ignal zero { Brake motor with the de motor 
drive) 
[n this system all the subsystems are inter-linked in some or other way. This me:ms that they 
can not be totr.11~ isolated from each other hy switching off the appropriate subsystems. This 
then necessitates the switch-off of the whole system. In a larger system, where it is possible to 
isolate the erroneous subsystem. only that section of the system needs to be ::.witched off. 
Tl can be seen that the perspective of the intelligent system protection has mo•;ed from local 
protection to global system monitonng and cor11rol. The one weak po1rt in the- -strategy is that 
all error conditions is either nght or wrong. This implies a large safe1y m.irgin to ensure 
against •innecessary system do~ntime and over-sen~1tivity for errors. 
6.3 Fuzzy System Protection 
The purpose of fuzzy logic 1s to model and control systems not according to the on / off logic 
of the binary system, but to Ntempt to copy the operation of the human mind. The human 
mind takes all available cntena and weighs them according to perceived imponance. All 
decisions are then made according :o the weight of each inrut and the effect it has on the 
current output. The fuzzy control system follows a similar tram of thought. Dr. Lotfi Zadeh 
introduced the mathematics of fuzzy logic in the early sixties [A24]. 
In the same way as fuzzy logic was applied to the protection of the de bus voltage, it can also 
be applied 10 protect the whole prototype system. The inputs to the fuzzy controller would 
have to be the same as the shutdown controller, but the control outputs will be the speed 
reference to the de dove and the torque reference to the ac drive. This would mean the 
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controller can control the power flow through the system to prevent a serio11~ error con<li11on 
from occumng. 
6.3. 1 Fuzzification 
P·e stages inside the fuzz) controller 1s the same :l!> that of chapter 4. First the inputs need to 
be fuzz1fied . TI1e fuzz1fication of the input vanables 1s summarised in Table 6•5. 
Table 6-5 : Fuzzilication of system parameters 
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6.3.2 Fuzzy Calculations 
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After the inputs have been fuzzified, they need 10 be applied to a set of rules thac govern the 
operation of the protection controller. These rules need to o\.:rsee the protection aspects 
dunng start-up as well as during normal operation. The system rule base is Si.lmmansed m 
Table 6·6. 
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Table 6-6 . Rule base for fuzzy S)stem controller 
·-
Arirnmrnt Statemenl'i I Cause 
IFI Synchr;>nous Drive Bus· IS LO\v•i Change in Speted is LOW Exces~1ve 
OR Main Bus b HIGH Torque applied •~ LOW
1 Regenerauon 
OR Parallel Bus is HIGH 
OR Parallel Current is HIGH THE:--1 
IF Main Bus is ~IEDlUM Change in Speed 1s LOW Exce:.sivc 
OR Synchronous Drive Bus b HIGH Torque Reference IS Powering 
OR Input Current is HIGH THEN LOW 
IF Speed is HIGH THEN Speed Reference is LOW Speed Reference 
IF Input Current is NOT HIGH THEN Change in Firing Angle Start-up 
1 MEDIU:'\1 POSIT .. ~, 
Angle output i A1'GLE 
CALCULATED 
IF Input Current IS CRITICALLY Change in Firing Angle O\er-current 
HIGH THEN is MEDIUM ~EGATIVE 
Angle output is ZERO 
IF Paral:el Busi'> RIGHT Torque Reference I!, Ever)thing Right 
A".':D Synchronous Drive Bus RIGHT USER_ TORQUE 
AND Main Bus !':OT LOW Change in Speed is 
A!',;D Main Bus NOT MEDIUM USER_SPEED 
A.'ID Par,lllel Currertt .--;OT HIGH 
A."1D Input Current NOT HIGH THEN 
The~e rule determine the rec;ponsc of the controller under all the conditions listed in the nght 
hand column of Table 6-6. The outputs of the system need to be assigned membership 
functions through the infi:rence and composition stages '>imilar to that done in chapter 4. The 
Max/Product method wa:; once ~0 ain used for this stage. 
1 Op~r.itor) QCC wn1tcn 1n Normal CAPITAL LETTERS 
2 lnpu1 and Ou1pu1 parameters are wriuen in Normal Bold L~uen 





The COM method was again employed in the defuzz1fication of the outputs. The rwo main 
conlrolling outputs are lh~ speed and the torque The membership funcuon\ used in the 
defuzzification :.tage ar<• surnmansed rn Table 6-7. 
Table 6-7 : Output membership functions of the fuzzy system controller 
·K» 0 1(11 
Tonp,rl~d.-..,.. 
~•Mnfml:ipHOSiu 
• a.nr. ~D:lllaSf-1 
O.'\.alf¥""- ~;riw Doal,pmt._,_ 
'~ ---- - . - ·v:=t··., .. ,... . ........ ,.. ·. 
+-----.:..:..__ __ -_.. .._ 
-!IA, 0 'Ill 
Ollll~11P.t 
The result of the defuzzification stage 1s again crisp values that are used as control signal to 
the rest of the system. These signals prevent excessive ai.iounts of power flowing through the 
system .).' any given time and thereby implicitly prevent!. certain over-voltages and over-
currents fhe fuzzy controller als() controls the st..rt-up procedure of the system. 
6.4 Corclusio,.~ 
Tb-: traditional protection scherne use:. localised p. tection devices tb&.t each address .• 
sp~cific possible error. This is a very re!iable method 1hat has proven its wonh over many 
years. The ;.ddition that is propo!>ed is a protection controller that controb 1he protection from 
a system point of view. 1 his could enhance the S)'Stem operation in that it gives tlie )ystem a 
method of preventing certain error condillC" as wel! as giving it a measure of nde th•cugh 
rapt>bil11y. 
The addition of ir.telligent protection will protect the system against excessive downtime 
and/or device over-design. The intelligent control methods are ltmtted in the range of ils 
effective operation. The irtelligent protec!ion srheme also employs electronic controllers that 
operate in a high EMC 1.:nv1ronment. Due to the relatively low reliability of this appl,.:ation, 
;:nd Its inherent limitations, the intelligent protection conlroller still need!> to be backed up by 
lhe •~onventional protection devices to ensure maximum safety of operation. In ch,~ chapter 
1 The Delphi code for irr ,l~mentmg these rules ,~ shown 1n Appendix B. 
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the shutdown controller was discussed extensively. Th ne,tt chapter will focus more on the 
operation of a fuzzy controller that is a funher developmer,t on the shutdo\.\.n controller. 





Practical Operation of 
the System Protection 
Controllers 
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7. Practical operation of the s~stem protection 
controllers 
7.1 Introduction 
In the discussion of the operation of the scale system the focus "'ill not be on tt:e individual 
operation of all the subsystems as that 1s not within the cope of th1~ the 1s. Rather a ~ystem:,, 
approach wilt be followed where the effect of certain error cond111on in the system will be 
tudied. Thr. ~ysten1 controller has the dual purpose of sy~tem manage ,1J ~ystem protector 
As manager It has to oversee the start-up procedure of the system. As systen, protector tt has 
10 oversee error handling and shutdo.vn proced11res where necessary. 
7.2 Start-up Sequence of the Prototype System 
The purpo e of the start-up procedure is lo charge tie individual de buses I thetr full 
operational voltages "ithout drawing an in-rush current that damages the ystem It will aho 
cc-ordmate the swttching on of the sub y~tem until the whole sy tern I operational A 
graphic vi~ualisation of this procedure is shown in Figure 7-1. 
Figure 7-1 : Start up sequence of events for scale system 
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The start up procr"dure had to be implemented m both a EPLD and a PC fuzzy controller {The 
EPLD usrr: an AID chip and the PC an PC300An• AID card ([Tl4). [Ti5], Appendn AlO) to 
interface with the system). The start up sequence will be discussed using the EPLD controller 
The first purpose of the controller 1s to l1m1t the current while charging up the respective 
buses. The only control that the controller has over the current is through the finr,g angle of 
the soft starter. If excessive curre11ts are being dra\\-11 the firing angle of the solt-~tarter is 
dosed The thyristors will only conduct for a short period of time and 1he impedance of the 
magnetic elements (transformers and inductors) will limit the currents drawn dunng the short 
conducting time. The firing angle of the soft starter 1s controlled by a de voltage varying from 
IC V (firing .:ngle completely closed) to O V (firing angle completely open - fully on). It can 
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Figure 7-2 : St .. ,t up operation of the soft starter 
~ ~ the capacitors charge up. less current will be drawn and the firing angle will open up till it 
is completely open. The O!)Cnmg of the firing angle 1, shown in Figure 7-3 with the 
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Figure 7-3 : firing Angl~ or son starter during start up 
It can be seen that there is not a linear correlation between 1he firing angle nnd the voltage. but 
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Fipre 7-4: DC Bus voltage during start up 
After the angle has completely opened, 1he status signals of the inverter and synchronous 
rcctif:er i~ -.ct high to charge the remaining de buses. When these arc charged, i.hc t'tl.O de to 
de con, r ~ ; are ,;wi1c:,ed 0,1 and the motor drives' operation enabled. 
7 .J Shutdown Syatem Protection 
The 1wo methods of protection control b 1he shutdown system con1roller and the fuzz , system 
controller. The shutdown system con1roller was implemented using both a EPLD and a PC. 
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The EPLD i an Aherar" device and programmed using AHDL programming language. The 
code 1s shown in Appendi, F. The hutdown controller has 10 operate tor all possible errors. 
Usmg the program ~imulator the program was tested man ideal en\-1ronmenc. This 1s shown 
m Figure 7-5 as a sequence of errors ""11h the ~ystem being reset het\l.een C\'ery error. 
• The first error b an 800 V o,er-voltage error. The parallei 1mener and chopper 1s 
witched off to isolate the error from the rest of the sysrem. No other pan of the S)Stem 1s 
affected and the rest of the system continues nonnally. 
• The case of ow·r-voltage on the mam de bus is expected (Regenera11onJ and remedied by 
~witching on th .. de dump. All elcess regener:ited energ)' will be dMipated m the dump 
resmors. 
• If the de bus of the ac to ac convener rises unacceptably high the whole synchronou~ 
motor drive i switched off and the bus isolated. No load modelling will be pos 1ble, but 
the rest of the ys1em will keep operating. 
• In the event of the whole system drawing too much current from the ac grid, the whole 
system needs to be isolaced. This would mean the soft-staner is sw11ched off 10 prcvenc 
any more energy flowing imo the ystem. The parallel path I swnched off because it 
cannot function anymore The de dump is switched on to di sipate any energy left 1orcd 
m the ystem. The de motor drive and the synchronous motor dnve are both used to brake 
lhe motor and send all the energy stored in the rotor 10 the de dump. 
• If the current m the parallel path rises too high II implies chat the d motor dnve 
regenerates 100 quic1.Jy, the ac drive powers 100 trongly or there is some error m the 
parallel path itself that forces the high current. Thb necessitate an enti,e system 
shutdown with only the de dump dissipating the energy tored in the de bus. In this case 
the ro1or will run down in its own time according to the fricuon braking the rotor. 
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Figure 7-5 : Simulated shutdown controller operation 
The reaction of the system controller is determined by that which was programmed into the 
EPLD. This is simply the experience of a system operator translated to control code. This can 
easily be modified to refine the operation and to expand the scope (Number of mputs and 
outputs) of the controller. 
The speed of response of the shutdown controller is nearly as fast .. .ts clod; speed. A clock 
speed of 4 MHz was chosen for this co,troller. An error on the 800 V jus was chosen to 
demonstrate the response of the shutdown controller. Figure 7-6 shows that the time from the 
error in the de bus voltage to the response from the contro!ler is approximately 4 µs . 
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Figure 7-6 : Response time of shutdown wntroller 
The time 1t would take the •ystl'm to respond to the control signal from the controller 1s 
significantly longer. 
7.4 Fuzzy Controlled System Prot~ction 
The shutdown controller uses the status signals of the respective subsystems as outputs to 
protect the system. The ourput reference signals that the fuzzy controller uses to protect the 
sy:.tem are the change in speed :.1gnal (accelerate .md decelcrnte) and the torque signal 
(heaviness of the load). In Figure 7-7 an error condition 1s simulated wtth the rral controller 
m operation. The 800 V de bus voltage is represented by a tnangular voltage waveform 
~caled to a size small enough to be an input to the controller. 
A B C D E F A 
-o.OOs I .()()a; 
Simulated ! I .!. 









Time (2 s/div) 
Figure 7-7 : Protective cperation of the fuzzy controller 
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(fo demonstration purposes the digital reference signals were translated to de voltages . .-\ IO 
V signal represents + I 00 o/c. a 5 V signal represents O 'a: and a O V signal represents a - I 00 % 
for both the reference signals) 
• A - B : .-\s the 800 V bus rises through the voltage band c fuzzy band) where the fuzzy 
controller consider5 the voltage to be too high (this is detennined by the iuzzilication 
process) the controller compensates according to the weight of the e;ror. The decclerat1on 
of the rotor and the powering of the synchronous motor drive causes a rise in the parallel 
de bus. Lim1tmg the reference ~ignals 10 the individual '.,ubsystems would limit the rise in 
the bus voltage and the voltage would stabilise at a value inside the fuzzy band, As the 
voltage rises the compensation increases until the maximum compensation point is 
re~hed at B. If the voltage rises any further a backup protection scheme has to operate. 
In this case the shu down controller was used a.s the immediate backup to the fuzzy 
controller with com.:ntional protecuon devices backmg up the intelligeni control 
• B - C : During this time the voltage returns to its correct operating range. 
• C-D 
: This 1s the ran.;e of operation allowed for the parallel de bus. In th:s range the 
reference signals to the sy:;tem is exactly that required by the user. In this case the torque 
1s 70 ~ powenng and the acceleration -JOO% (Maximum regeneration 1. 
• D • E : When the bus voltage drops below an acceptable level the controller 
compensates by dropp111g the power d1awn by the system. This b once again done by 
decreasing the acceleration u..:J the powering of th..: respective de buses. Tliis stops any 
active power flowing in the system and gives the APF a chance to recharge the de bus. 
When the bus is restored to its nonnal operating voltage the reference ~ignal!, are restored 
to their required values. 
• E-F : The system is restored to normal operation. 
The operation of the fuzzy controller is a lot more computationally intern,ive than the 
shutdown controller. In this application ll was implemented in a PC. but any re~onable 
m1cro-con1roller could be used. The PC uses A-10-D converters to read the analogue input 
signals. a Pentium 60 motherboard IC' do the calculations, and DIA converters to write out the 
reference signals. Figure 7-8 show~ the tum around lime of the fuzzy controller. from the 
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Figure 7-8 : Response time of the fuzz) controUer 
7.5 Conclusions 
Tn the previous two i.ections the ope,ation or both protection controllers was viewed using the 
same error occurring in the i.y:,tem. This 1s a typical error and representative of all the error.s 
that could occur within the scope of this controller. Because of the s1m1lar input to the two 
controllers the outputs c n be compared wnh rc,.ard to certam criteria. 
• The first obvious comparison is in the speed of re .. ponse. Figure 7-6 and Figure 7-8 show 
the respective resp, nse time~ for the two controllers. The response time of the shutdown 
controller i about 4 µs and the fuzzy controller about 100 ms. Both are considerably 
faster than the r ~~ponse of the re,t of the <.ystem. 
• Another compari:,on can be made in the smoothness ot operation. The shutdown 
controller can only control the i.ystem on an on / off basis. If an error occur:, the system 
reacts severe)} by .:.hulllng off the appropnate subsystems. The fuzzy controller scales its 
respon~e to that of the error. For a small error its compen~at1on 1s small and vice ver\a. 
• 1he fuzzy controller has a limited measure of protective capability. The shutdown 
controller isolates errors from the rest of the sy, tem and thereby ensures effective 
protection. The fuzzy controller needs a backup for s vere fault cases. 
• The shutdown controller can be implemen,ed in a ve1; low cost EPLD while the fuzzy 
contrnller needs the computational capabilities of a small micro-controller. 
• The shutdown controller needs extensive programming to facilitate the operation of the 
system. Any addi11or,s to the svi.tem is simple in hardware, but difficult in software. The 
fuzzy controller has a rule !,ase according to which decisions are made. With every 
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ad<liuon of an input. rules governing that input h:c. to be programmed into the controller 
The method leans tO'-' nrd modularity nnJ 1s therefore easy to expand. In both tt:,, areas of 
hardware and software addiuon:> 10 the y t mare rela11vely simple. 
The above companson are ~honly ummamed m Table i-1. 
Table 7-1 : Shutdown vs. fuzzy protection control 
Fuzzv Control Shutdown Co!!!!Q! 
Speed Medium Fast 
Smoothness Smooth On/ Off 
Reliability :-.eed~ Backup Autonomou~ 
Cost ~tedium Low 
Expandability Relative ease Eru.y hardware ,' Difficult ~oftware 
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I 8. Conclusions 
Th,~ chapter starts w 1th a short 11\,Cr\ 1ew of the goals that have been accornpli'>hcd m 
th1, the\1, . The main conclu,ion., concerning the protection tratcgws are ~umrnan,ed 
m section 8 2. The thesis " ende<.i with u look at po ,1b1ht1t" of future re earch to be 
done as a continuation of this thesis. 
8.1 Overview 
A 200 kV A prototype ')stern hii, bce11 Jen.loped that repre,cnt the de traction :rtem 
currently cmplo)cd hy the South African railway company. Syqern protectwn 
i.tratcgics were ,tudied with both old and new methods described m detail. 
• A number ol comcrtcrs haH~ been Je.,elopeu all m the medium po\\er range I p 
to 200 kV A). These converters together wllh some other converter Wf' ,. 
·ombmcd to forin a protot)pe de lract1on :.ubstat1on (F1i,:ure 8-1) Simple conrrol 
algorithms have been implemented and tested o these converter m laboralol} 
urrounrling, A user / hardware 1ntertacc has heen developed that niJCratc the 








Figure 8-1 : Entire prototype de traction S)Stem 




• The protection strategy emplo)ed m the current trac11on ~)stem \\ere ~cudied and 
two new methods of system proll'c:1on \\Cit introduced. The methods \\ere 




Intelligen1 con1rol was compared to convenuunal pro1ec11on s1rateg1es w t h special 
attention gt\en to ride-1hrough capahilll) , S} ,1cm elf protection and cost 
• ,he one method was implemented in :?!1 EPLD w11h external AID conveners. The 
EPLO wa., programmed u:.mg AHDL programming lru1guage and implemented in 
controlling the prototype system ( Figure 8-2 l. 
• A !Rlph1 application w.is developed for each of the i111elligent pro1cct1011 
controiler, anc1 implemented u:.ing a mult1-channel MD-DIA card 1Figure 8-J). 
-..... __ ... __ ., 
"••"--'• ··---. "'--. . _...,_ D 
.,..._ r 
I -'-"--IC-- r ... _c,-.,. ...... _ ,. 
..:-..... ,.. "'•-- Iii' ,,. ~M, .. " r ...-c.- u ,.. 
'-c.-., r - . 
Figure 8-2: EPLD shutdown controller Figur 8-J : Delphi fuzzy controlkr ,~reen 
• ,\ high voltage de dump was de:.igned ..ind deH•lopt~d. Thi-' sw11ch wa. u~cd 10 
drive a I OOA, 3.3 kV re~istor .is is used for prac1ical regeneratiH• sy terns. 
8,2 Conclusions 
The fullowmg nrc the mam fucb that have heen concluded in this them,. 
I. Th~ ma111 h1n1rancc to lhe implcmentat1on of fast )Wllchmg s1ltcon technolog) in 
the South Afric.m tracunn applications b the hig11 de hlodmg voltage that ._ 
required. This can be addrcs~cd by the serie:. conncct1011 of device:, (As in the 
solid-state de dump), but spLc1al cnre lui to he taken to ensure correct voltage 
d1vi~ion. Th.- implementation of r. ,rJlcd down ,ystem would require ,I d101 , i1, 
current rather than a drop in voltage to maintain realt,tic reprc.,entation 
2. Trod1tinnal methods of de switchmg usin~, dr cont,:ctors haw certain drawbacb 
like high maintenan1.;c ;11:d Jack of smooth oper,11ion. ll11s cJn be nddre!->~1:d u,ing 
u high voltage IGBT comerter cmplo)mg a pwm switchi11g scheme. PI control 
has been im 1lcmented uod proven dfect1,·c. 
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3. Conventional protection pract11.:es in Spoornet's de tractwn substauon .ire 
etfecuve and relatively fail-safe. Improvements can be made to the protecuon 
scheme by integrating intelligent protection functions into the y tern controller. 
Protection can be co-ordinated from a ,ystem pomt of VIC\\ a.~ oppo~ed to a 
localised protection scheme. Two methods could be. u,ed, namely a shutdown 
system controller or a fuzzy system controller. 
4 A ,;hutdown controller 1s considerably faster than a fuzzy Ctrntroller, Its hardware 
1s ea.~ier to implement and costs less. A fuzzy controller gives the ~y,tem self 
protecting operation as well as a measure of ride through capab;lity and 1s easier to 
expand than a shutdown controller . 
.5. The parallel path that is proro~l'd has a lim11e<l regenerauon capab1ht} and has to 
be supported by the conventional resbtivc brakes . The electnc:il regeneratwn 
system also needs to be backed up by a mechanical braking system 
b . The funy controller is limited in its effectiveness, because II docs not have 
absolute control over the system. ln the event of an absolute error like a dead 
short a controller like the shutdown controller would be necessary that does not try 
to kc,.p the ,;ystern opera11onal. It ,1ecd to be hacked up by another protection 
system l1ke the shutdown controller. Both intelligent system controllers are 
su ceptiblc 10 E\11 and power outages. fhey ulso need to be backrd I p by the 
convenuonal protet:t1on deHces. The different protet:11011 strategics will operate a 
layers of protection each acting as a hackup for the other layer nf pro1cc11on 
In both case .5 and 6 the ndd111ons otfer 1gniticant advantages, but where the safe 
opemt1on ol a large sy:.tem 1, concerned, there cannot be compromised This \l.ould 
mean that the ;1dd111on .ire no: 10 replace the convent1onol cqu1p111cn:, but rather to 
enhanc~ the total S) stem operation. 
8.3 Future Work 
The sy,1cm add1t1on:. ha.s been te5ted at full power rating, but only in the protected 
environment of tht laboratory. Thi~ is also the c:15e for aJI the individual ~ystcm 




• The add111ons 10 the practical ystem (The ,mll•parallel chopper and inverter and 
the high voltage de dump) need 10 be m 1allcd and tc tcd in a practical 
r.nv1ronment 
• Comenuonal protccuon device need to be in tailed together 1,1,11h the mtclhgcnt 
ystem protection currently employed to protect the mdiv1dual ub ,>stern ":"he 
dual opcrat1on. as well as any intera uon be11,1,c:cn the la)crs of protection r.eed to 
be tud1ed 
• The y tern controller need to be e,panded to operate on c,cral ub tallons and 
tram . 
• The fuzzy controller can be e,panded to monitor more parameter and a peak 
value algorithm can be implell'"ntcd. Peak currents and hort tcnn po1,1,cr surges 
can be monir red and allowed by the fuzz) ystem controller. f1me can be u ed 
.l!> a parameter, 1, the control ler 1 fa~t enough. nnd then implemented to opt1rn1 e 
the y terns opcratio 
• 1 he fuzzy controller can be de,cloped further to employ neural network operation. 
Thi would ghe the controller the nbility to opum1 e II elf o,er n length of time. 
The sy tern could then "lenrn" hQw to give the be t re pon e to every error that 
occurs. Down!m1c could he min11m ed by u11li mg the ) tern to 11 maximum as 
found by expenence 
• An economic evaluation of the effect of the mstallauon of the ) tern :idd111on 
need 10 be made nnd qunnt11auve c t1mnt1on made of the um 11 would take to 
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[ AIIPldX A4 -son-starter Flrtq Aqla control Board- Part 1 
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Appendix A4 -Soft-Starter Firing Angla control Board -Part I 
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I APP8ldX A5 -DC Clllllactor Drive Board 
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AppendixB 
RC Snubber Design for 
Freewheel Diodes of the 
DC Dump 
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I A..-x B -RC SllUbbar daalUn for frllawheal dlodas of nc • ] 
The RC snubt ~r for the diodes have to be designed for the worst ~a.se scenano to ensuri: safe 
operation. This condition 1s hard to detine because the inductance in the path of the diodes is 
not known. It can be estimated from experience with leakage inductance or it could be 
measured using high accuracy measurement instruments. In the design of the de dump 
neither the measurement instruments nor the time was available to take an c1Cact 
measurement of the leakage inductance. The inductanc.e was estimated not to be greater than 
1 µH. The maximum reverse recovery current could be calculated using equation I. 
Ill= 2.8x I0-0 •BV60 I, dl¼t [Tl3] ......................................................................... 1 
The breakdown voltage of the diode (SKN 140Fl 7) is given in the data.sheets as l.7 kV. The 
worst case forward current is 100 A and the rate of change of current during switch-off 1s 
hrn1ted by the leakage mductnnce. Th1: data.sheets also give a graph for the peak reverse 
recovery current as a function of the rate of change in the diode current. With the inductance 
taken as I µH 11 was not necessary to calculate the current. but it was read as 115 A The RC 
snubcer is studied in detail in [Tl3] and optimisation curves are drawn to choose the '>est 
value for the RC snubber (Figure 19-16 in [T 13]}. 
First an optimal value for the snubber capacitor has to be chosen. The smaller the capacllor 
the less power needs to be dissipated in the snubber resistor. The bigger the capacitor the 
less the voltage overshoot a~ snap-off. A baseline capacitance corresponding to f ✓2 
overshoot can be calculated using equation 2. 
C8.,, = L0 ·[ ~: J ..................................................................................................................... 2 
V d 1s the de. bus voltage The base line capacitance w-15 calculated to be 4.6 nF. The 
corresponding base line resistance is given by 
VJ R,,_,,, - 1 ................................................................................................................................ 3 /IA 
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The bac;c hne resistor is c:ilcula1ed l1) 14.8 n. A mall drop in the capac11or value produces a 
significant drop in power con umption, but only a small ri e m the \Ollage. A final value of 
80 % of the baseline value (3.7 nF) "as cho en which corre pond to nn overshoot of 80 %. 
The optimal re astancc is then I 3 11mes the baseline re i lance. The nubber rcs1s1ancc 1s 
!hen 19.24 n. 
The energy d1ss1pation m the re 1s1or m one cycle 1s the eucrgy 1ored in the leakage 
inductunCt' plus that stored in the cnpac11or. This 1s given in equauon 4 
W _.!.,,: +le.,: 4 a - 2 °11 u 2 ••" ......................................................................................................... . 
W11h an inductance of I µHand n capacmmce of 3.7 nF the energy d1ss1pated in one CJcle 1s 
11 9 mJ. With a \\llchmg frequency of I kHz the means 1ha1 the resistor "ill ha,e 10 
da ipa1e 11.9 W. 
The capacitor in the nght rnnge that was available, wns 10 nF, 1500 V and 4.7 nF, IOOO V 
nuhbcr capacitor . either one capacitor has a high enough voltage rating but tht' scrie 
combmnsion of them cc a large enough voltage rntmg wuh u total capacitance of 3.2 nF. 
Tha 1s very clo c to the designed value of 3.7 nF. The vollnge will not ha.-c equally 
between the capac11ors, but the bigger cnpacuance wall tnlcc the mailer voltage (C = QV). 
The unbalance 1s mall enough that neither cnpacuor "1 II be damaged 
The only re istors that \\Crc available were 100. 10 W re 1s1ors. The c arc a 101 smaller than 
optimal. but close enough 10 work. 
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Appendix C 
PI Controller Design for 
the DC Dump 
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I ... C-PI Gmllrmlar daBIIPl for tha DC-
In cla.\s1caJ control theory a S)!>tem controller is designed to have the system respond w11hm 
specified limits. First the s) tern b characterised and then the controller 1s designed to 
control the system such that the !>pec1ficauons are met. In the prototype system this line of 
d~sign has certain problems. 
In an attempt to characterise the system. :i state space approach was followed to gel a transfer 
function for the de dump. The duty cycle was used to take an average between the on-state 
and the off-state of the IGBT switch. The impedance of the rest of the system was ta.1<en to 
be purely resistive to simplify the design. The relation between the de bus voltage and the 
duty cycie could be written as followi. 
Voe= v.,L - DV.,L[ tL"~-:~~: ]. ................................................................... ·············"···.(I 
It can be seen ti.~t the duty cycle docs not control the de bus voltage d1rectly, but rather the 
foll m de bus \iOl!agc (V0c1t:1), The tran fer function for the de dump can now be wriuen as 
v n~ = v.,L[ ~:~:~:~:] ........................................................................................... <2 
If a pr controller is used to control the de dumµ , 1t will add a zero and a pole at zero to the 
open loop transfer funcuon. The de dump t.a.c; u pole at -V:-.LR/Vn.L and a zero at negative 
infinity, The PI controller was oes1gned to cane::! the pole of the de dump. This keep!> the 
system of the first order. The loop gain was eho~en to be a.'" high a.-; the noise ratio allowed, 
to give the fastest system response. 
1 he proportional term was simply chosen as unity to ensure !hut the de bus voltage would 
never l,c able to rise uncheck:-d. The maximum rated voltage for the de bus b 5000 'I which 
correspond, to 5 V in the control circuitry. In the c~e of !>UCh a sudden rise the comroller 
would immc:dhtcly react with 11,e max1m11m measure" of compen,.,tion. The mtcgration gnm 
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was calculated to be 1670 to cancel the pole of the de dump. The loop gam was staned at 
.;Olly. 
The PI controller was implemented using a single operational amplifier. The circun 1s 
shown m Figure I . 
VOUI 
Appendix E - Figure 1 : PI Controller for the de dump 
The transfer function of the above circuit,~ given in equation I. 
•••••••··••• .......................................................... 1 
If 1/R~ is chosen to be ' ot smaller 1han C~ then the transfer function reduces to a unity 
proportional part and an integrator with a gain of I/R1C1. R2 wa., chosen as !O Mn. R1 as 
G 8 kn and C1 as 82 nF. These values are calculated 1gnonng the transient response of the 
rest of the system. The gam wru, also chosen according to a worst case full ~tep in error 
voltage. Neither of these a.~sumptions are necessarily close lo the truth and this shoulo be 
taken into account m final adjustments made to the controller. 
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AppendixD 
Delphi System Control 
Program 
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[ Appemb 01-_.. system mdrul program -controllar __ __, 
unit Fuzzy: 
f E. Bemld : Spoomet s;•srem controller employing shutdown 
andfu:.:.y protection strategies} 
interface 
uses {Libraries Used/ 
Windows, Messages, SysUtils, Classes. Graphics, Controls. Forms. Dialogs, 
StdCtrls. Spin, Outline, DirOutln. Grids, Calendar, ExtCtrls, Button!.. EDR32, 
Gauges, Mask; 
type {Type Definitions I 
TSystemController = class(TForm) 






















Label!: TLabel · 
Label2: TLabt..; 



















Label 14: TLabel; 
Label 15: TLabel; 
f-lelper- TTin,er; 
Fuzz1fication: TTimer: 
GroupBox I : TGroupBox: 




( auge5: TGauge, 
..1auge6: TGauge: 
G::ige7: TG-.•1ge; 
,~ u~Go: TGauge: 
G1ug1..')· TGaur;": 
Gaugel0; TGauge: 
Gauge 11 : TGauge: 
Gauge 12: TGauge; 
Gauge 13: TGauge: 
Gaugel4: TGauge: 
Gauge 19: TGaug,..: 
Gaugc2O. TGauge: 
Label4: TLabel: 
Label 19: TLabel: 
Label2O: TLabel: 









Label29: TLabcl : 
Label3O: TLabel; 
Laoel3 I: TLabel: 
Labr.11:1: TLabel; 
L:.te: q _ TLabel; 










Gauge 17: TGauge: 
Label 17: TLabel; 
Gauge15: TGauge: 
Label5: TLabel; 
Label 16: TLabel: 
Gauge 16: TGauge: 
L1bel 18: TLabel: 










Label 10: TLabel: 
Lalx!ll I: TLabcl; 
Label 12: TLabel; 




















procedure SystemOnOffButtonChck(Scnder: TObject): ( P,occdures} 
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procedure SystemStanTunerTimer(Sender· TObjecr); 
procedure FormCreate(Sender; TObJect); 
procedure SetUpButtonClick(Sender: TObject): 
procedure StartClick(Sender: TObJectl; 
procedure FormDestroy(Sender: TObject): 
procedure SystemRunTimerTimertSender: TObJeco: 
procedure ParFaultTimer(Sender: TObJect): 
procedure AC_ACFaultTimer( Sender: TObject); 
procedure SystemStopTimerTimer(Sender: TObject); 
procedure StopClick(Seoder: TObject); 
procedure DcDumpTimerTimer(Scnder: TObject): 
procedure StatusWriterTirner(Sender: TObject); 
procedure DataWriterTimer(Sender: TObject): 
procedure FaultReaderTimer(Sender: TObject): 
procedure DataReaderTimer(Sender: TObject); 
procedure FuzzificationTimer(Sender: TObject): 
procedure HelperTimer(Sender: TObject); 
private 
{ Private declarations} 
public 





bh. bt : Inte,!?er; 
baseaddr : Integer: / Board Specs J 
{ Fu:,:;y Output Variables} 
Angle : Rea.I: / Firing Angle for Soft-Starter} 
DeltaAngle: Real; / Change in Firing Angle for Soft-Starter J 
DeltaSpeed: Real; / Change in Speed Reference Si~nal} 
Torque : Real; / Torque Reference <;ignal} 
{ Fuzzy Help Variables} 
CurrentAngle : Real; / lntemal Firing Angle variable/ 
DeltaScreen : Real: / Change m Speed Required by the user/ 
ScreenTorque: Real; / Torque Required by the user} 
TorqueProgressSize : Integer; / Current Torque Reference/ 
{ Results of rule evaluations • rule base/ 
Alpha], Alpha2, Alpha3, Alpha4. Alpha5, Alpha6, Alpha?, Alpha8: Real; 
Alpha9. Alphal0, Alpha! I Alphal2, Alphal3, Alpha14, AJphal5: Real; 
AlphaACCurrentsIIigh: Real;/ Combinedfuz::.ification result 
of three ac currents/ 
{ Fuz..--y Input Variables} 
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Ia. lb. le : integer. / Phase Currents J 
V9C0 V800. V4kV: integer: / L'C Bus Volta~ei J 
lpar : integer: / Parallel C.irrcnt .' 
CurrentSpced : Real: / Curre11t liotor Speed J 
{Svstem Outputs} 
SpcedOut : Real: 
con 1 
NumChar.s = 7: ( Number of Channelr in Sample Lw • Inputs J 
T1merCount = 5000: / I 1mtr Clock Frequency/ 
ADClockmllhHz = 10000000, / AD Clock Freq11en9 in m1ll1Hut:.} 
Output= 0; / Port Direct1011 Dejinit1ons/ 
Input= I: 
PortA = 0: {Port Number Deji111t1ons/ 
PortB = I: 
PonC= 2: 
(S)ster.i J'arameter LJmusJ 
{Su thm these are outsule thefu:.Z\ limits/ 
/AC Input Currents/ 
CurrentOnL1m1t = S0000: 
Currcn1ErrorLm111 = 4500000. 
(900V Bus Voltage/ 
V900Bu,OnL1m1t = 3000000: 
V900Bu ErrorL1mit = 4500000. 
(4 kV Bus Voltage/ 
V4kVBusOnLim11 = 2900000: 
V4kVBu Err rL1m1t = 4800000: 
( OOV Bur Volt,1gf!/ 
V800BusOnL1m1t = '.!500000: 
V800Bu ErrorL1mit = 4500000: 
( Parallel Bus Current/ 
ParallelCurrentOnLim11 = 50000. 
Parallc ICurrentErrorL1mtt = 4500000: 
{Spud/ 
RunningSpccd = 100: 
MaxRPM = 1500. { .',fax1mum motor speed/ 
{ Fuwficat1011 U.11its/ 
{See th1.1t these are inside the 011,off limits/ 
{INPUTS/ 
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{AC Input Current} 
. «:Med = WOO()()(); 
Ia~High = 3000000 
IacVeryHigh = 400000 ); 
l4kV Bus Voltage} 
Bus4kVLowMin = 1000000; 
Bus4kVLowPlus = 2000000: 
Bus4kVRight = 3500000; 
Bus4kVRightDelta = 200000; 
Bus4kVDelta = 500000; {Limit Delta accordim: to Bus4k\ YeryHigh} 
Bus4kVHigh = Bus4kVRight + Bus4kVDe1ta; 
Bus4kVVeryHigh = 4500000; 
{Synchronous Drive Bus Voltage} 
SynchroBusRight = 350JOOO; 
SynchroBusRightDelta = 200000; 
SynchroBusDelta = 500000; 
{Parallel Bus Vol,age} 
FarallelBusRtght = 3500000; 
ParallelhusR1ghtDelta = 200000: 
ParalklBusDelta = 500000; 
{Parallel Bus Current) 
ParallclCurrentMedium = 3000000 
ParallelCurrentHigh = 350()()00; 
(Speed} 
SpeedOKLimit = I 000; 
SpeedHighLimit = 1200; 
{UUTPUTSJ 
/Angle} 
AngleZero = O; 
AngleMed = 90; 
AngleHigh = 180; 
{DeltaAngle} 
DeltaAngleHighNeg = -20; 
DeltaAngleMedNeg = -5; 
DeltaAngleZero = O; 
DeltaAngleMedPos = 5; 
DeltaAngleHighPos = 20; 
{DeltaSpeed • The difference hen een real speea and Speedreference} 
DeltaSpeedLow = O; 
DeltaSpeedMedNeg = -200; 
OeltaSpeedLowRange = 100; 
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DeltaSpeed.MedRange = l000: 
DeltaSpeedHighRange = 1500: 
{Torque} 
TorqueHighNeg = 0; 
TorqueMedNeg = 63; 
TorqueLow = 127; 




'' · ·mbership Functions/or lnpwsj 
{ ls ac inpu, curre11r high? J 
function HighCurrent (Iin: integer): real; 
begm 
if Iin < lJ.cMed then HighCurrent := 0 
else if (Iin > IacMed) and (lin < facHigh) then 
HighCurrem := (Im - IacMed,*100 div (lacHigh - lacMed) 
else HighCurrent := I 00; 
end: 
{ls ac inpuc current dramatically high? J 
function VeryHighCurrent (Iin: inte.,er): real; 
begin 
1f {in< IacHigh th 0 n VtryHighCurrent := 0 
else if (Iin > IacHigh) and (lin < lacVtryHigh) then 
VeryHighCurrent := (lin · lacl{igh)* l 00 div (lacVeryH1gh · IacH1gh) 
else VeryHighCurrent := IUO: 
end· 
{ ls ~:v11chronous de bus l'oltage too low? J 
funcuc,;n LowSynchroBus(Vin: integer): real; 
begin 
if Vin > (SynchroBusRight - SynchroBusR.ightDelta) then LowSynchroBus := 0 
else if (Vin < (SynchroBusRight • SynchroBusRightDelta)) and 
(Vin> SynchroBusR.ight - SynchroBusDelta) then 
LowSynchroBus ,:: ((SynchroBusRight · SynchroBusRightDelta) - Vin)* 100 
/ (SynchroBusDelta · SynchroBusRightDelta) 
J LowSynchroBus := 100: 
, 1d; 
{ ls synchronous de bus vulrage i11side the right operati11g area?} 
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function RightSynchroBus(Vin: integer): real; 
begin 
if abs(SynchroBusRight - Vin)> SynchroBusDelta then RightSynchroBus := O 
else if Vin<= (SynchroBusRight - SynchroBusRightDelta) then 
RightSynchroBus := (Vin - (SynchroBusRight - SynchroBusDelta))* I 00 
I (SynchroBusDelta - SynchroBusRightDelta) 
else if Vin>= (SynchroBusRight + SynchroBusRightDelta) then 
RightSynchroBus := ((SynchroBusRight + SynchroBusDeltaJ - Vinl* 100 
/ tSynchroBusDelta - SynchroBusR1ghtDelta) 
else RightSynchroBus := 100: 
end: 
{ ls synchronous de bus voltage too high?/ 
function High~· 1chr0Bus(Vin: integer): real; 
begin 
if Vin< (SynchroBusRight + SynchroBu~RighLDelta) then HighSynchroBus := O 
else if (Vin> (SynchroBusRight + SynchroBusRightDeltal) and 
(Yin< SynchroBusRight + SynchroBusDel..a) then 
HighSynchroBus .= (Vin - (SynchroBusRight + SynchroBusRightDelta))* I 00 
/ (SynchroBusDelta - SynchroBusRightDelta) 
else H1ghSynchro8us := 100: 
end: 
/ ls parallel de bus volta6<! inside right operating area? J 
function RighcparallelBus(Vin: integer): real; 
begin 
tf abs(parallelBusRight - Vin)> ParallelBusDelta then Rightparalle!Rus := 0 
else if Vin<= (ParallelBusRirl-it - parallelBusRightDelta) then 
RightparallelBus ·= (Vin - (ParallelBusRight - ParallelBusDelta))" l()(J 
/ (ParallelBusDelta - ParallelBusRightDelta) 
else if Vin >= (ParallelBusR1gh1 + ParallelBusRightDelta) then 
RightparaJlelBus ·= ((ParallelBusRight • ParallelBusDelta) - Vin)*IOO 
/ fParallelBusDelta - ParallelBusRightDelta) 
else RightparallelBus := 100: 
end; 
{ ls parallel de bus voltage too high? J 
function HighParallelBus(Vin: integer): real; 
begin 
if Vin < (ParalleIBusRight + ParallelBusRightDelta) then HighParallelBus ::::; 0 
else if (Vin> \ParallelBusRight + Pa.rallelBusRightDelta)) and 
(Vin < ParallelBusRight + ParallelBusDelta) then 
HighParallelBus := (Yin - (ParallelBusRight + ParallelBusRightDelta))* I 00 
/ (ParallelBusDelta - ParallelBusRightDelta) 
else HighParallelBus := 100; 
end: 
{ ls parallel de current too high?} 
function HighParallelCurrent(lin: integer): real; 
1 
I 
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begm 
1f Iin < ParaJlelCurrcntMedium then H1ghParallek.urrent = 0 
else if (ltn > Parall !ICurrcntMed1um) and (lin < ParallelCurrentH1gh) then 
HighParallelCurrent := (lin • ParallelCurrent:-.tedium)* 100 / 
(ParalleICurrentH1gh - ParallelCurrentMediuml 
else H1ghParallelCurrent ·= 100: 
end. 
{Is main de blls voltage too high? J 
funcuon Low4kVBus(Vm: integer): real; 
bc:gm 
1f Vm > Bus4kVLowPius then Low4kVBus := 0 
ebe 11 (Vin< Bus4kVLowPiu:.) and (Vm > Bus4kVLowMml then 
Low4kVBus := (Bus4kVLo"'Plu~ • Vm)* 100 / tBu 4kVLO\~Plu - Bus4kVLo\l.Mm) 
ebe Lo\\'4kVBus := JOO: 
end; 
{Is ma111 .:c bu.s wltagc a little lo"? J 
function Med1urn4kVBus(Vm: integer); real: 
begin 
1f (Vm < Bu 4kVI owMin) OR (Vin> (Bus4kVR1ght • Bus4kVR1chtDeha)) 
then Med1urn4kVBu := 0 
"I e 1f(Vm > Bus4kVLowMm) and (Vm < Bu-AkVLowPlus) then 
Me~1um4kVBus :=(Vin· 8uc;4kVLowMin)• 100 / (Bu 4kVLowPius - Bus4kVLowMm) 
el e if (Vin> (Bus4kVRight - Bus4kVDelta)) :ind 
(Vm < (Bus4kVRight - Bus4kVRightDelta)) then 
Med1um4kV8u5 := (Bus4kVR1ght - 811s4kVR1ghtDelta - Vm)• !00 / 
(Bus4kVDelta - 811 4kVR1ghtDelta) 
else Medium4kVBus := 100: 
end: 
{IJ main de bus voltage mside the ng/11 operarmg C1rea?J 
function Right4kVBus(Vin: integer): real: 
bc:gm 
1f abs(Bus4kVRight - Vin)> Bus4kVDelta then R1ght4k Uur = 0 
else if Vin <= (Bu 4kVRight - Bus4k v'RightDelta) then 
Right4kVBus := (Vin - (Bus4kVRight • Bus4kVDelta})* 100 
/ (Bu)4kVDelta · Bus4kVRightDelta) 
else if Vin>= (Bus4kVR1ght + Bus4kVRightDelta) then 
R1ght4kVBus := ((Bus4kVRight + Bu 4kVDelta) - VmJ• 100 
/ (Bus4kVDelta • Bus4kVRightDelta) 
el\e Right4kVBus ·= 100; 
end: 
{ Is main de bus voltage too high? J 
funcuon H1gh4kVBus(Vm: integer): real; 
begm 
1f Vin< (Bus4kVR1ght + uus4kVRightDelta) then High4kVBus := 0 
e.,e if (Vin> (Bus4kVP,ght + Bus4kVRightDelta)) and 
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(Vin< (Bus4kVRight + Bus4kVDeltaJ) then 
High4kVBus := (Vin - (Bus4kVRight + Bus4kVR1ghtDelta))* 100 I 
(Bus4kVDelta - Bus4kVRightDclta) 
else High4kVBus := 100: 
end: 
{ls the rotor speed too high?} 
funcuon HighSpeed(Vin: integer): real: 
begin 
it "in < SpeedOKLimit then HighSpeed := 0 
else if (Vm > SpeedOK.Limit) and I Vin< SpcedHighLimn) then 
HighSpeed :=(Vin· SpeedOK.Lim1t)* I 00 / 
(SpeedHighLimit - Speerl"IK.Limit) 
else HighSpeed := 100: 
end: 
{Membenhip Functions/or Control Owputs} 
{This ts for Centr~ of Grai·ity defu:.::.ijication method} 
(Start of visual interface implementation} 
procedure TSystemCon1rollcr.SyMemOnOffBu11onCl1ck(Sender: TObJect); 
begin 
SysOftLed.Visible:= Not (SysOffLed.Visiblc): 
SysOnLed.Visible := Not (SysOffLed.Visible): 
fF SysOnLed. Visible THEN 
Begin 
St..rt. Visible := True; 
Stop.Visible:= True; 




Start.Visible := False: 
Stop. Visible := False: 
SystemOnOftBu11on.Caption ·= System Off: 
DCDnveStatus.Chccked := False; ( Setup system stati at startup) 
Part..:hopperStatus Checked := False; 
ParlnvenerStatus.Checked := False; 
ACMotorOriveStatus.Checked := False; 
SoftStarterStatus.Checked := False; 
DCDumpStatus.Checked := True; 
AC_ACFault.Enabled := False; (Setup system fault sir:nal} 
SystemStopTimer.Enablcd := False; {stati at startup} 
ParFault.Enablcd := False; 
SystemRunTimcr.Enabled := False; 
SystemStartTimcr.Enabled .= False; 
End, 
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end. 
procedure TSystemController ForrnCreate( Scnder. TObJect): 
var i :small int: 
begm 
bh:= EDR_AilocBoardHandle: /A./locare 11 :JOard handle ro 1he A.ID board/ 
SystemController.Tag ·= bh: 
tfbh=0 then /Handle rhe case ,~here rhere 1s no board/ 
begm 
McssageDlg('Unablc to allocate board handlc',mtError.[mbOk].0): 
halt: 
end: 
bascaddr:=5280; {Ser board address/ 
EDR_lnitBoard{bh.baseaddr); /J,wial,se board/ 
EDR_GetBoardTyi;.::(bh,bt) / /Jenrif) board} 
1f (bt<PC30GA) or (bt>PC30G 4) then 
begm {Handle case where there 1s not rhe r,~ht t,pe of bo,ml/ 
EDR_FrecB0ardHandle(bh): 
McssagcDlg(':-;o PC30G• lound',mtError,[mbOk].0); 
halt: 
end: 
EDR_SetDMALcvc:I (bh.5,6); /Sewp DMA transfer} 
EDR_SetADinRangc(bh, 1,2): {Setup AID mp11ts/ 
{ setup single channel DMA sampling J 
EDR_SetADChnnLi5tLcn(bh.0): /Ser number of channels to read} 
for 1:=0 to (:-:11mChan - I) do EDR_AddToADChanLi t(bh,i): 
EDR_SctADBurstLen(bh,EDR_ADBURSTNUMCHANS): 
EDR_SetADTransfcr~1ode(bh.EDR_S£NGLEDMA); 
EDR_SetADClockm1ll1Hz(bh,ADClockm1lhHz): / JO kH:. = JOO us bttnee11 bursts} 
EDR_SetDAChanL1s1Len(bh,2); /Set number of clwnnels to \\rite} 
for 1:=0 to 2 do EDR_AddToDAC'hanList(bh,1): {Add Channels 0 - 2 
ro rhe Channel List/ 
{ Setup program counter/Lamer and rn tall ISR I 
EDR_CTconfigure( hh,2.2,EDR_ CT_ BIN AR YI. 
EDR_ CTGatcSource(bh.2,EDR_ CT _EN AB LED): 
EDR_CTClockSource(bh,2,EDR_CS_2MHZ); 
EDR_CTWrite(bh,2,TimerCount): / 5kH:. = 200 u, between mrs J 
/Setup JO ports B. CJ 
EDR_DIOConfigurcPort(bh, PortB, 0, Output): 
EDR_DIOPortOutput(bh. PortB. $20): 
cDR_DIOConfigurcPort(bh, PortC, 0, Input): 
{Sv.Hem Startup Parameter!.} 
Curren~Angle := 0; 
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DeltaAngle := 0: 
DeltaSpeed := O: 
Torque:= 0: 
end: 
procedure TSystemController.FonnOestro} (Sender: TObJecl): 
tegin 
EDR_FreeBoardHandle( bh J: 
end: 
procedur TSystemController.SetU pButtonClick( Sender: TObJect ): 
begin 
SetupForm.Visible := True: 
end: 
/Stan sysum operation/ 
proced1· re TSystemControl ler.St:1.1Cl ick( Sender: TObJCCI ): 
begm 
Sys.emStartTimer.Enabled := True; 
S},.temStopTimer.Enabled := Fahe: 
{Reset Error Signals/ 
Bus4kVError.Checked := False. 
ParBusError.Checked := False: 
AC_ACBusError.Checked := False; 
ParCurrentError.rhecked := False: 
SystemCurrentError.Checked := False; 
TorqueSign.Itemlndex := O; 
end: 
{Stop systm· owrat1onj 
procedL•rc TSystemCuntroller.StopClick(Sender: TObJect): 
begin 
S)stemc;tartTimer.Enablcd := False: 
SystemStopTimer.Enabled ·= True: 
end, 
{Shutdown operation - starting mode/ 
procedure TSystemController.SystemStartTimerTimer(Sender: TObject): 
begin 
TorqueStatus.Checked := True: 
SpeedStatus.Checked ·= True: 
0( DumpStatus.Checke~ := FJI. e: 
SoftStartcrStarus.Checked := 1 rue; 
DCDriveStatus.Checked := True; 
IF Bus4kVOn.Checked THEN 
begin 
ACMotorDriveStatus.Checked := True. 
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Parlnw11erStarus.Checked .= Tn..e: 
IF ParBusOn.Checked Ai'\ID AC_ACBusOn.Checked THEN 
begm 
ParChopperStatus.Checked := True: 




{Shutdown operation - running mode} 
procedure TSystemController.Sy<temRunTimerTimer(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
IF Bus4kVError.Checked THEN 
DCDumpTimer.Enabled := True; 
IF ParBusError.Checked OR ParCurrentError.Checked THEN 
ParFault.Enabled ·= True; 
IF AC_ACBusError.Checked THEN 
AC_ACFault.Enabled := True; 
IF SystemCurrentError.Checked OR DCMotorDriveError.Checked THEN 
begin 
SystemStopTimer.Enabled := True: 
SystemStanTimer.Enabled := False; 
end; 
fF DCMotorDnveETT" r:hecked THEN 
begin 
DCDriveStatus.Checke(i := False; 
end; 




P:irfoverterStatus.Checked := False; 
ParChopperStatus.Checked := False; 
ACMotorDriveStatus.Checlred _.;; False; 
SystemStopT1mer.Enabled ·= True: 
SystemSta11Timer.Enabled := False: 
end; 
end: 
/Shutdown operatzon - stopping mode} 
procedure TSystemController.SystemStopTimerTimer(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
SoftStarterStatus.Checked := False; 
DCDumpStatus.Checked := True; 
TorqueStatus.Checked := False; 
SpeedStatus.Checked := False: 
fF NOT RPnning.Checked THEN 
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begm 
IF NOT Bm,4kVOn.Checked THEN 
begin 
DCDriveStatus.Checked := False: 
end; 
1F NOT AC_ACBusOn.Checkt..:! THEN 
ACMotorDnveStatus.Checked .= Fibe; 
end: 
IF NOT ParBw,On Chet.ked TH.::'.N 
begin 
Parln\erterStatu~.Checked = Fabe. 
ParChopperStatu~.Checked := Fabe, 
end; 
end: 
{ShutdJ1H1 operntw11 - par fault cerecred mode/ 
procedure TSystemController.ParFaullT1mer(Sendcr: TObjectl, 
begin 
P:lrlnverterStatu~.Checked := Fal,e. 
ParChopperStatus.Chccked := Fatse; 
IF NOT ParBusError.Checked THEN 
ParFault.Enabled := Fal e: 
end: 
{Shutdm\n operatwn - srnclmwus drive fault detecr~d mode/ 
procedure TSy temController AC_ACFaultTimer(S nder. TObJeCl ). 
begin 
ACMotorDnvcStatus.Checked := False, 
IF l':OT AC_ACBusError.Checkcd THEN 
AC_AC~ault.Enabled := False: 
end: 
( Sh11tdmrn operation - de dump mode/ 
procedure TSystemController DcDumpT1merT1mcr(Sendcr: TObject): 
begin 
DCDumpStatu Checked := True; 
IF NCT Bus4kVError.Checked THEN 
begin 
DCDumpStatus.Checked := False: 
DCDumpTimer.Enabled :-= False: 
end; 
end: 
{Sht11dow11 operation - wrue S'l'Stem stati/ 
procedure TSystemController StatusWritcrTimer(Se:ider: TObJect): 
var 
DCDumpS . Integer; 
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ParChopS : Integer: 
ParlnvS · Integer: 
ACDnveS : [meger: 
DCDriveS : Integer; 
begin 
IF DCDumpStatus.Checked THEN DCDumpS := I ELSE DCDumpS = O: 
IF ParChopperStatus.Checked THEN ParChopS := I ELSE PJrChopS ·= O: 
IF ParlmerterStatu~.Checked THE:-.: ParlnvS .= I ELSE P:uln"S = 1. 
lF AC:,.totorDnveStatus.Checkcd THE:-1 ACDnveS := I EL.SC ACL -•,eS ::: O. 
IF DCDnveStatus.Cnecked THEN DCDriveS := I ELSE DC[m ..-s = J 
EDR_DIOLmeOutputCbh, PortB, 0. ParlnvS). 
EDR_DIOLineOutput(bh. PortB, I. ACDmeS): 
EDR_DIOLmcOutput(bh. PortB , 2. DCDnvcS): 
EDR_DIOI meOutput(bh. PortB. 3, ParChopS): 
EDR_DIOLmeOutput(bh. PortB. 7, DCDumpSl: 
end. 
/Sl111tdo1111 operation - read n·rtl!mj,111/rs} 




ACDriveF : Integer: 
DCDrivef : Integer; 
begin 
EDR_DIOI.inelnput(bh, Pone, 0, ParinvF), 
EDR_DIOLmelnput(bh, Porte, I , ACDnvcF). 
EDR_OIOI melnput(bh. PortC, 2. DCDriveF): 
EDR_DIOLinclnput(bh, PortC 3, ParChopF): 
IF DCDn vcF = 0 Tl rEN begm 
DeMotorDnveEnor Checked := True: 
DC:-.1otorDnveJ:rror.Color .= clRed: 
end 
ELSEbegm 
DCMotorDmeError.Checked := Fal e: 
DeMotorDnveError.ParentColor := True 
end: 
IF ACDnveF = 0 THEN begin 
Ae.Motorl)meError.Checked := True: 
AeMotorDriveError.Color := cl Red: 
end 
i:;LSE begin 
ACMotorDriveError.Checkcd .= Fabe; 
AeMotorDriveErro1.Paren1Color :-= rrue 
end: 
IF ParehopF = 0 THE1'i hegm 
ParehopperError.Cherked -1 rue 
ParChopperError.Color ·= c:RcJ: 




ParChopperError.Checkcd := False; 
P:u-ChopperE1ror ParenrColor := True 
end: 
IF Parlr.vF = 0 THEN begin 
ParinvenerError.Checked = True: 
end; 
ParlnvenerError,Color .= cl Red: 
end 
ELSE begm 
ParlnvenerError.Checl.-ed := Fal e, 
ParlmerterError.ParemColor ·= True 
end, 
{Shutdo<A'TI operatio,i • Write refuences to Jrfres} 
procedure TSystemControllcr.Da1aWntcrT11ncr(Sender: TObjccn: 
var 
ScaJedSpeed · Integer, 
TorqueOu1 : Integer; 
Angle_uVolts : Integer: 
DSpeed_cVolts : Integer: 
Torque_uVolts: Integer; 
begin 
{Write Firing Angle to the Soft-Staner} 
Angle_uVolts := 10000000- Trunc((Angle • 10000000) / 180); 
EDR_DAOutVoltage(bh, 0, Angle_uVolts); 
n+. ue 0111 Delta Speed} 
DSp:~d_uVolt< := Trunc((DchaSpeed + 500) • 10000): 
IF DSpeed_uVolt > 100000001hc.:1a DSpeed_uVolts .= 10000000 
else IF DSpeed_uVolts < 0 then DSpeed_uVolts := 0; 
EDR_DAOutVoltage(bh, I. D pecd_uVolt ); 
( label50.captaon := lntToStr(DSpecd_uVolts): I 
{Write Ow Torqut!} 
Torque_uVolts := Trunc(Torque • 39215): 
EDR DAOutVoi,rge(bh, 2, Torque_uVolts•· 
EDR_DIOConfigun:Pon1bh. PortA, 0, Output): 
/Write Sp,ed Reference to the DC Motor Dri~ej 
EDR_DIOLineOutput(bh, PortB, 5. I); 
IF SpeedStatus.Checked • True then SpeedOut := CufTentSpeed + Trunc(Dcl•aSpeed) 
else SpeedOut := 0; 
ScaledSpeed := Trunc(SpeedOut•255 / Ma...RP~.): 
EDR_DIOPonOutput(bh, PonA. ScaledSpeed); 
EDR_CiOLmeOutput!bh, PonB, 5, O); 
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{Wnte Torque Refuence to the AC .Howr Dm·e/ 
EDR_DIOLineOutput<bh. PortB, 4, I): 
IF NOT TorqueStatus.Checkcd then Torque := 127: 
EDR_DIOPonOutput(bh. PortA. Trunc(Torquc)l: 
F.DR_DIOLmeOutput(bh. PonB, 4, 0): 
end: 
f S' mdmrn operatinn - read system paramt'tt'rt/ 
p·O\:edure TSy,temController.Da1aReadcrT1mcr(Sender· TObJC~ t l : 
var Specdln : Integer: 
begin 
f Read S_n,em P,1rame1ers/ 
EDR_ADinOncVoltage(bh, 0, la); 
EDR_ADlnOneVoltagc(hh, I, lb): 
EOR_ADinOneVoltage(bh, 2, k): 
EDR_AOlnOneVoltagc(bh, 3, V900); 
EDR_ADinOneVoltage(bh, 4, V4kV); 
EDR_ADinOncVoltuge(bh, 5, V800): 
EDR_ADlnOneVoltage(bh, 6, Ipar); 
{Emluatc S)'l·tem Parameters/ 
f S~-stem Curre111s/ 
IF (la > CurrentOnLimit) OR 
(lb , Currc-ntOnl.1m1l) OR 
(le> CurrcntOnLirnit) then Sy tcmCurrentOn.Checked = True 
else SystemCurrentOn.Checked := False: 
IF (la> CurrentErrorLunit) OR 
(lb> CurrentErrorLirnlt) OR 
(le> CurrentErrnrLin11t) then SystcmCurrcntError Checkt.:'I = True, 
{900\' Bus Volt,1gc/ 
IF V900 > V900Bu OnL11nit then AC_ACBu,On.Chccked ·= 1 rue 
else AC_ACBusOn.Chccked := Fat e, 
II· V900 > V9008usErrorL1mll then AC_ACBusError Checked .= True: 
(4 kV Bus Voltage/ 
ff V4kV > V4i·VBusOnLunit then Bu 4kVOn.Che kcd := True 
else Bu~4kVOn.Chcckcd := False: 
Ir V4kV > V4kVBu,ErrorL1mit then 
begm 
Bus4kVError,Checked := True: 
OCDump f1mcr.Enabled := True; 
crid: 
{800V Btu Voltage/ 
IF V&OO > V800BusOnL11nn then ParBusOn,Ct.eckcd :-= Tru..: 
else ParBusOn.Chcckcd := Fabe; 
IF V800 > V800B u,ErrorLimll then ParBusError.Check, <l := True: 
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/Parallel Curun,J 
IF lpar > ?arallelCurrcn10nL1m11 then PnrCurrentOn.Checked := True 
else ParCurrentOn Checked ·= False: 
IF lpar > ParallelCurrcn1ErrorLim11 then ParCurrcntError.Checked := Trut'; 
I Read Current Motor Speed/ 
EDR_DIOConfigurcPon1bh, PonA, O. Input); 
EDR_DIOLincOutput(bh, Pone, 6, 0): 
EDR_DIOPonlnput(bh. PonA, Spccdln): 
Cumn1Spccd := Speedln•Ma.lRpm / 255: 
EDR_DIOLineOutput(bh. Pone, 6, I): 
{faaluate Spud(RPM)/o, I' Jtectum Purposes/ 
IF Cu:-rcnlJpced > RunningSpecd then Running.Checked := True 
else Running.Checked := False; 
Specd.Progrc s := (Spccdln • 100) div 255; 
end: 
{FUUJ' opu,111on/ 
procedure TSy r mConrroller.FuzzificationTimcr(Sender TObJec1), 
var 
laHigh. lbHigh. lcH1gh : Real: 
laVeryHrgh, HNeryHigh, lcVeryH1gh : Real; 
Bus4kVLow, Bus4kVMcd1um, Bus4kVRight, Bus4kVHrgh Real: 
Bu 900VLow, Bus900VR1gh1, eus900VHigh : Real, 
BusSOOVRJght, Bus800VH1gh : Real, 
Paralle!CurrentH1gh : Real, 
SpeedHigh . Real: 
bcgm 
{ Fu::;:ification of Input Variables/ 
laHrgh ,c H1ghCurrem(la): 
I Gaugel.Progress := Trunc(laHig/1): J 
lbH1gh := H1ghCurrcnt(Ib): 
{ Gauge2.Progress : = Trunc(lbHigh): J 
lcHigh ::a H1ghCurrent(lc); 
I Gaugd.Progress := Trunc:( lclligh): J 
laVcryHigh :• VeryHighCurrcnt(la); 
I Gauge/4.Progress : = Trunc(laVuyHlgh): J 
lbVeryHigh := VcryHighCurrcnt(lb): 
{ Gauge/9.Progrt!ss :• Trunc(lbVeryffi"gh): J 
lcVcryHigh :• VcryHighCurrcnt(lc); 
{ Gauge20.ProgreSJ :• Trunc(/cVeryHigh): J 
Bus900VLow :• LowSynchroeus(V900): 
{Gauge4.Progress := Trunc(Bus900Vlow): I 
Bus900VRight := RightSynchroBus(V900): 
I Gaugd.Progress := Trunc(Bus900VRight): I 
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Bus900VHigh := HighSvnchroBus(V900); 
{ Gauge6.Progress ·= Trun<·f Bus900VH,gh ); J 
Bus800VRigh\ := R1gh1ParallciBus(V800): 
{ Gaug,7.Progress := Trunc(BusllOOVRight): J 
Bus800VHigh := J' ghParallelBus{V800); 
{ Gauge8.Progress : = Trunc(Bus800VHigh): J 
ParallclCurren1High := H1ghParallelCurrcn1(lpar): 
{ Gaug,9.Progress : = Trunc(Paral/e/CurremHigh): J 
Bus4kVLow := Low4kVbus(V4kV): 
{ Gauge JO.Progress := Trunc(Bus4kVlo-w): J 
Bus4kVMcdium ·= Medium4kVBu (V4kV); 
/ Gauge/ I. Progrt'ss := Trunc(8us4/cVMt'dium): J 
Bus4kVRigh1 := R1gh14kVBus(V4kV): 
{ Gaugd2.Progrt'ss := Trunc(Bus4/cVRighl): J 
Bus4kVHigh := High4kVBus(V4kV): 
/ G,1ugelJ.Progrns := Trunc(Bus4kVHigh): J 
SpccdH1gh :• HighSpccd(Trunc(Currcn1Spced)); 
/System Control Inputs/ 
DchaScrccn := S1rToln1(SpcedRcquired Text) - CurrentSpced: 
ScreenTorquc := ((l -2•TorqueS1gn.l1emlndex)•TorqucProgre~sS1ic + 100)•255 
div 200: 
{Determint Alphas(Degrt't'S ofTruth)for fu:JJ• rules/ 
IF lal:ligh > lbHigh then AlphaACCurrcntsHigh :• laHigh 
else AlphaACCurrentsH1gh := lbHigh: 
IF lchigh > AlphaACCurren1sH1gh then AlphaACCurrcn1sH1gh := lcHigh, 
{Rull'/ : IF low(900V) OR lligh(V4k\l) OR High(800V) 
OR High(Ja) TIIEfv ... / 
IF Bus900VLow > Bus4k VH1gh then Alpha I := Bus900VLow 
else Alpha I := Bus4kVHigh: 
IF Alpha) < Bus800 'High then Alpha I :::r Bus800VHigh; 
IF Alpha I < AlphaACCurrcntsHigh then Alpha I := AlphaACCurrcn1sHigh: 
/Rule2 : IF Med(V4/cV) OR Highl.900VJ OR low<800V} 
OR (High(laJ OR High(lb) OR High(lc)) THEN ... J 
IF Bus4kVMcdium > Bus900VHigh then Alpha2 := Bus4kVMcdium 
else Alpha2 :• Bus900VHigh: 
IF Alpha2 < AlphaACCurrcntsHigh then Alpha2 := AlphaACCurrcntsH1gh: 
/RuJd: IF High(Spud) THEN ... J 
Alpha3 :::r SpccdHigh: 
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{ Rule.J IF NUT ,VervHighl /u J JR VervH1gh( 'bJ OR \!n,H11?hl lc)I THE.V .. / 
Alpha4 := 100 - Alpha5: 
{Rule5 : IF VervH11?h{[a) OR Ver.High{[b) OR VeryHighf/cJ THEN ... / 
IF laVeryHigh > lbVeryHigh then Alpha5 := IaVeryH1gh 
else Alpha5 := JbVeryHigh: 
IF Alpha5 < lcVeryHigh then Alpha5 := IcVeryHigh: 
{Rule6 : IF 1?1ght(800V) AND Ri8ht(900VJ AND NOT Low(.JH) AND NOT Medium<.JkVJ 
AND NOT High( !Par) AND NOT High( la.lb.lcJ/ 
IF BusSOOVRight < Bus900VR1ght then Alpha6 := BusSOOVRight 
else Alpha6 := Bus900VR1ght: 
IF Alpha6 > ( 100 - Bus4kVLow) then Alpha6 := ( 100 - Bus4kVLow 1: 
IF Alpha6 > ( 100 - Bus4kV~ledium) then Alpha6 := ( 100 - Bus4k. V~kdmm), 
lF Alpha6 > ( 100 - ParallelCurrentHigh} 
then Alpha(> :::-: ( 100 - ParallelCurrentH1gh); 
IF Alpha6 > ( 100 - AlphaACCurrentsHigh) 
then Alpha6 := ( 100 • AlphaACCurrentsH1ghJ: 
{Opt11for Jurther etpm1Jion of the rule hare/ 
{ Use Centre OJ M,rnmum ( CUJf) defu~ificat,011/ 
{Angle/ 
IF (Alpha4 + Alpha5) > 0 then 
Angle := (Alpha5 • AngleZcro + Alpha4 • CurrentAnglc) / 
(Alpha4 + Alpha5); 
I DtltaAngleJ 
IF (Alpha4 + Alptl, 5) ~ 0 then 
De!taA1;gle := ( Alphn5•DeltaAngleMedNeg + 
Alpha4•l)~J1aAngleMedPos) / 
(Alpha4 + Alpha5) 
else 
DcltaAngle := DeltaAngleMedNeg: 
IF SoftStanerStatus.Checked then CurrentAngle := CurrentAngle + DeltaAngJ 
else CurrentAngle := O; 
IF CurrentAngle > 180 then CurremAngle := 180: 
lF CurrentAngle < 0 then CurrentAngle := O: 
{DelraSpeedJ 
IF (Alpha I+ Alpha2 + Alpha3 + Ali)ha6) > 0 then 
DeltaSpeed := ( (Alpha I + Alpha2)*DeltaSpeedlow + 
Alpha3•DeltaSpeedMedNeg + 
Alpha6*DeltaScreen) / 
(Alpha I + Alpha2 + Alpha3 + Alpha6} 
else 
DeltaSpced := O; 
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{Torque) 
IF (Alpha! + Alpha2 + Alpha6) > 0 then 
Torque := {(Alpha! + Alpha2)*TorqueLow + 
Alpha6*ScreenTorque) / 
(Alphal + Alpha2 + Alpha6) 
else 
Torque := Torqu,.Low: 
{ Display Fu;;:.y Outputs} 
Gaugel5.Progress := Trunc(Angle); 
Gauge16.Progress := Trunc(DeltaAngle); 
Gauge 17 .Progress := Trunc(DeltaSpeed): 
Gauge 18.Progress := Trunc(Torque); 
end; 
procedure TSystemContrnller.HelperTimer(Sender: TObjcct); 
begm 
{Set Speed Gauge} 
IF ~trTolnt(SpeedRequired.T ext, ,. Max RPM THEN 
SpeedRequired.Text := in!ToStr(MaxRPM); 
SpeedRefGauge.Progress := StrTolJll(Spe1:dRequired.Text)* 100 div MaxRPM; 
(Set Torque Gauge} 
IF StrTolnt(TorqueRequired.Te~t) > 1 UO THEN 
1 vrqueRequired.Text ::a= IntToStr( I 00) 
TorqueProgressSize .= StrToint(TorqueReq ned.Tcxt); 
TorqueRefGauge.Progress := ( l -2*Tt rqueSirr. lt, mindc.1.)*TorqucProgressSize; 
end; 
enc.I. 
{ Co,mecrion table 
AD Clum 0 - la 
AD Chan I - lb 
AD Clum 2 -le 
AD Chan 3 - 900V bus 
AD Chan 4 - 1 k II bus 
AD Chan 5 - 8VOV bus 
AD Chan 6 - I pwallel 
DA Chan 0 - Angle 
O11t[0 .. 7 J - Port A[0 .. 7 J 
Pa, die/ Inverter Status - Port 8 0 
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Simulator Staru.r - Port B I 
Motor Drive Status • Port B 2 




DC Dump Starns 
- Port B 4 
- Port B: 
- Port B 6 
- Port B 7 
Parallel Inverter Fault - Port C 0 
Simulator Fault - Port CI 
Motor Drive Starus • Port C 2 
Pamllel Chopper Fault • Port C 3 
J 
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Windo-ws. ~h:~sages, S)sUtils. Cla~scs. Graphic~. Controls. Form:., Dialogs, 
Menus. StdCl.ls. EDR32, Fu1Zy: 
type 
TSetupForm = class(TForm) 
MainMr.nu I: TMainMenu: 
Front I: TMcnulrem; 
Channel 11 : TMcnullem, 
Channel:? I: TMenullem; 
Channel3 I: TMenultem: 
Channcl4 l : TMenuitcm: 
Channcl42: TMcnultem: 
Channe!61 : TMenulte.m: 
Channel? I: TMenuftem: 
Channel81: TMenultem. 
Channcl91. T 1enullem: 
Channel9:?: T~ ... nu!tem: 
Channcl l0 I: D 1enultem; 
Channel 111 : TMenultem: 
Channel 121 : TMenuftem: 
Channel 131 : TMenuftem; 
Channel 141 : TMenultem; 
Channel 151 : TMcnultem: 
O:!•PutChannclP.iramatcrs I: TMenultem: 
























procedure Channel I IChck(Send~r: TObJect): 
procedure Channcl2 I Click(Send.:r: TObJect): 
procedure Channel? I Chck(Serder: TObJect): 
procedure Channel31 Click(Sender: TObJect): 
procedure Channel41 Chck(Sender: TObJi!CI): 
procedure Channel42Click(Sender: TObjcct); 
procedure Channel61ClicktSender: TObJect): 
procedure Channel8 I Click( Sender. TObject): 
procedure Channel91Click(Sender: TObJect). 
procedure Channel92ClickCSender: TObJect): 
procedure Channel IO I Click(Serder: TObJect); 
procedure Channel 111 Chck(Ser.der: TObJect): 
procedure Channell 21 Click(Sender: TObject): 
procedure Channel 13 IChck(Sender: TObJect); 
procedure Channell 41 Chck(Sender: TObJect): 
procedure Channel 151 Chck(Sender: TObJect): 
procedure INChanParamsDblChck(Sender. TObJect); 
procedure OutChanParamsDblClick(Sender. TObJec.). 
procedure lnGamChange(Sender: TObject): 
procedure ReadADParamsChck(Sender: TObjec1): 
procedure FormCreate(Sender: TObject): 
procedure ADinRangeChange(Sender. TObJect): 
procedure ADlnTypeChange(Sender: TObJect): 
procedure Channel I 2Chck(Sender. TObJect); 
procedure Channel22C11ck(Sender. TObJect): 
procedure Channell2Chck(Sender: TObJect): 
procedure Channel43Click(Sender: TObJeCI ); 
procedure OutGainChange( Sender: TObject ); 
procedure ReadUAParamsClick(Sender; TObject); 
private 
I Private declarauvns } 
public 




bh : Integer: 
CurrentChan : Integer; 
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Cur,e 1, , Integer: 
Curre ~ ,l!e : Integer; 
1mplem ntarion 
(SR'" DFMI 
procedure TSetupFonr, Chanriel I I Chck(Sender· TObJec1). 
begin 
CurrentChan := O: 
ChannelName CJpt1on := Channel ' + In1T0S1r(CurremChan). 
lnChanPara1m,.V1 1ble := I 1ue. 
end: 
procedure TSetupForm.Channel21 Chd.(Sender. TOhJect): 
bepn 
CurrentChan := ! • 
ChannelName.Cap1ion :='Channel •+ ImToStrtCurrentChan); 
lnChanParams.Vis1ble := True: 
end: 
procedure TSctupFonn.Channel3 I Cltck(Sender: TObJect): 
~egin 
CurrentChan := 2: 
ChannelName.Capuon ·= 'Channel '+ lntToStr(CurrentCh:m): 
lnChanParam.~. Visible := True: 
end: 
procedure TSetupFonn.Channel41 Chck( Sender: TObJec1): 
oegm 
CurrentChan := J: 
Channel!':ame.Capuon := 'Channel ' + lnffoStr(CurrentChan): 
lnChanParams.V1sible :== Tr e. 
end: 
procedure TSetupForm.ChanneJa 2Click( Sender: TObj ... cl); 
begin 
CurrentChan := 4; 
ChannelName.Caption :=·channel'+ lntToStr(CurrentChan): 
lnChi.i.11Params.Vis1ble ·= True; 
end: 
procedure TSetupFonn.Channel6 I Click(Sender: TObJect): 
begin 
CurrentChan := 5: 
ChannelName.Capt1on := 'Channel '+ IntToStr(CurrentChan): 
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lnChanParams. Visible:= True: 
end; 
procedure TSecupForm.Channc17 I Click( Sender: TObjecl); 
begin 
CurrentChan := 6: 
ChannelName.Captwn := 'Channel '+ lntToStr(CurrentChan): 
lnChanParams.Vis1ble := True: 
end: 
procedure TSetupFonn.Channcl8 l Click( Sender: TObject); 
begin 
CurrentChan := 7: 
ChannelName.Caption := 'Channel '+ JntToStr(CurrentChan): 
lnChanParams. Visible := True; 
end: 
procedure TSetupForm.Channel9 I Click(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
CurrentChan .= 8: 
ChannelName.Caption := 'Channel ' + IntToStr(CurrentChan); 
lnChanParams. Visible := True; 
end; 
procedure TSetupForm.Channel92CJick(Sender: TObJec1); 
begin 
Curr~ntChan ;:: 9; 
Channe!Name.Caption :='Channel'+ lntToStr(CurrentChan): 
InChanParams. Visible := True; 
end; 
procedure TSetupFom1.Channel IO I Click( Sender: TObject), 
begin 
CurrentChan := l 0: 
ChannelNarne.Caption := 'Channel '+ lntToStr(CurrentChan ): 
lnChanParams. Visible := True; 
end; 
procedure TSetupFonn.Channel 11 J Click(Sender; TObjec1); 
begin 
CurrentChan := 11; 
ChannelName.Caption .= 'Channel '+ IntToStr(CurrentChan): 
InChanParams. Visible := True: 
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end: 
procedure TSetupFonn.Channel 121 Click(Sender: TObject ): 
begin 
CurrentChan := 12: 
ChannelName.Capllon . .: 'Channel'+ fntToStr(CurrcntChan): 
InChanParams.Visible := True: 
procedure TSetupForm.Channel I JI Click(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
CurrentChan := 13: 
ChannelName.Caplion :='Channel'+ lntToStr(CurrenrChan): 
lnChanParams. Visible := True: 
end: 
procedure TSetupFonn.Channel I .i I Click(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
CurrentChan := 14; 
ChannclName.Caption :- ,.::hannel '+ IntToStr(CurrentChan); 
InChanParams.Visible := True: 
procedure TSetupFonn.Channel I,; I Click(Sendcr: TObjcct): 
begin 
CurrentChan := 15: 
ChannelName.Caption :='Channel'+ lntToStr(CmrcntChan): 
InChanParams.Visible := True: 
end: 
procedure TSetupform.INC'1anParamsDblClick(Sender: TObject): 
begin 
INChanParams.Vis1ble := False: 
end, 
procedure TSetupForm.OutChanParamsDblClick(Sender: TObjec,); 
begin 
OutChanParams.Visible := False; 
end; 
procedure TSetupForm.InGainChange(Sender: TObject); 
var 
Gain : integer; 
Code : Integer; 
begin 
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Gain:= S1rToln1(1nGain Texr): 
Code := EDR_SetADlnGatnCbh. CurrentChan. Gau): 
EDR_GetADlnGain(bh. CurrentChan. Gain): 
ChannelName.Captton ·='Channel'+ IntToStr(CurrentChan): 
Label7.Caption :='Label?='+ IntToStr<Code): 
end, 
procedure TSetupFom, Rc,uJADParam,Cltck(Scnder· T0bJCCt): 
var 
Gain · Integer: 
Range : Integer: 
ADType : Integer: 
begin 
EDR_GetADlnGain(bh, CurrcntChan. Gain): 
EDR_GetADinRangc(bh. CurrentChan. Rangel: 
EDR_GctADlnType(bh, CurrentChan, ADTypel. 
InGain.Te\t .= IntToStnGatn): 
ADlnRange.Itcmlndex := Range: 
ADlnType.ltcmindex := ADType: 
end: 
proc:dure TSetuiiForrn formCrcare(Scndcr: l'0bJeCt): 
begin 
hh := Sy,tcmController.Tag, 
InChanParams. Visible := False, 
0urO,anParam Visible ·- Fal e: 
end, 
procedure 1 ctupform.ADlnR,tngcChange(Sender. f0bJect), 
begin 
EDR_SetADlnRange(bh, CurrentChan, ADlnRangc.ltemlndex): 
end, 
p1occdure TSetupForm ADinl. peChange(Scndcr: T0bJect): 
begin 
EDR_SetADinType(bh. CurrentChan, ADlnType.Itemlnc!exJ: 
end. 
procedure TSetupForm.Channel I 2Click(Sender: T0:..Jectl: 
begin 
CurrentChan := n; 
0utChannelName.Car,tion := 'Channel '+ IntToStr(CurrentChan): 
0utChanPar .. ms.Visible := True: 
end, 
procedu,,. TSetupForm.Channcl:!2Clirl..(Sender: T0bject). 
begin 
Curr.:ntChan := I: 
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OutChannelNarne Caption ·= Channel · + lntToStr(CurrentChan): 
Ou1ChanParams.Y1~1ble := True: 
end: 
procedure TSetupFo1m.ChannelJ2Chck1 Sender: TObjei:t i: 
begin 
CurrentChan := 2: 
OutChannel arne.Caption ·= 'Channel ' + lntToStr<CurrentChan ); 
OutChanP.uams.V1s1ble := True, 
end: 
procedure TSctupfonn Channel4JChck<Sender TObJect): 
begin 
CurrentChan := 3: 
OutChannclName Caption := 'Chanriel • + lntT0Str1Cu11entChan), 
OutChanParam~. Visible := True: 
end: 
procedure TSetupForm.OutGamChange(Sendcr: TObJeCt); 
var Code : integer: 
begin 
Code:= EDR_SetDAOutGain(bh. CurrentChan, StrTolnt(OutGain.Text)l: 
Label7.Capuon := 'Lnbel7 = ' + lntTuStr(Code): 
end; 
prcr.edure rse1upfonn .RcadDAPar.1m~Chck(Sender: TObJect): 
-tlr 
G un . Integer; 
Range : Integer; 
begin 
EDR_GetDAOutGam(bh. Currc111Chan, Gaml; 
cDR_GetDAOutR.mge(bh. CurrentChan, Range); 
OutG •in.Text := lntToStr(Gam): 
DAOu•Range.ltemlndex := Runge, 
end; 
end. 
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..... 113 -• ,,stem Clllb'OI prorJ'IID - ,.,.._ 
.;:111ata1111 
program Fuu.yP1 , 
u es 
Form , 
Setup in '\USF.RS\CDeau<l\DELPHI\Fuu} S\Setup.pas {Srtr1pFormJ, 
Fuay in '\USERS\EBeaud\DELPH~uzzy~\Fuzzy.pas' {S\.1ll!mC.:m1roller}, 
begin 
Applicat10n,lnit1al11e: 











, _. E-Rllldown Tut Chln:tllrlllng UII IC Id 
The purpose of the rundown test 1s co decenmne the inertia of the rotor of the MG set. When 
the motor is allowed to run down freely the only force stopping the rotor 1s the fncllon. The 
equation governing the rundown of the rotor 1s 
da1 
B •w=-1- ...................................................................... , ............................................. I 
dt 
with the speed in radians per second. The speed was measured dunng rundown vs. time so 
the only parameter that is missing is the fnction of the rotor. A method of determining the 
friction ar a certain operating speed is measunng che power consumpcion of the motor while 
constanuy running at that sp.:ed. The power is then dissipated in the resistance of the 
conductors and in the friction of the rotor. The resistance was measured by disconnecting the 
field and applying a voltage on the armature winding. The measured resistance was 4.17 fl 
The motor wa~ run up to I 000 rpm with a de voltage of 1300 V drawing 0. Q ,1mp. The power 
loss iii the conductors is then 3.38 W. The rest of the 1170 W is dissipated in the rotor 
through friction. The power dissipated is related to the friction according to equation 2. 
Pi..,,,= B · ri12 ... ................. , .............................................................................................. 2 
From equation 2 the friction constant B was calculated as 0.1 I Nms/rad. The data for the 
runduwn test is given at the end of this appendix. To c.ilculate the inertia the change in speed 
has to be found around an operating point where the friction is '·nown. The rate of change 
around the 1000 rpm operating point was calculated to be 0.5 rad/s'2• The inertia is then 
calculated as 23 kg.m2• 
I , 
The en~rgy stored in foe rotor is E5,,.,,J ::.. - Jra· At a maximum speed of I 500 rpm \ 157 2 




5 1129 Rundown data for MG Set 
10 1103 1200 
15 1072 
20 1053 
25 1026 1000 
10 1004 
JS 980 
40 958 800 
45 93S 
50 917 l soo 55 894 ., 
60 872 
65 850 •OO 
70 823 
75 805 
80 782 200 
85 755 
90 734 
95 713 0 
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AppendixF 
Altera EPLD system 
Control Program 
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SI,--------- -··-··-· % 
% - Protection Control ·- % 
%-E..Beaud --% 
%-04/11/1996 -% 
% -- Ver 1.2 ·- SI, 
% --------- -------- % 
St'BDESIGN dc~odcr6 
( 
elk : INPUT: 
AC_ACl· : INPUT: 
Parallelf : INPUT; 
DCDriveF : INPUT: 
900VF : INPUT: 
800VF : INPUT; 
4kVF : INPUT: 
900VOn • INPUT; 
800VOn : INPUT: 
4kVOn : INPUT; 
IParChop : INPUT: 
SysRcsct . INPUT: 
EOC : INPUT: 
Bus[7 .. 0) : INPUT: 
la_lb_ lc : INPUT: 
ParlnvcnS : OUTPUT: 
PruChopS : OUTPUT; 
DCDriveS : OUTPUT: 
AC_ACS : OUTPUT: 
SoftStanS : OUTPUT: 
DcDumpS : OUTPlIT: 
ALE : OlITPlIT: 
AID_OE : OUTPUT: 
STC : OUTPUT; 
SpccdR · Ol 'TPUT: 
Write : OlITPUT; 
Speed/T orqucS : OUTPUT: 
Speed/Torque :OUTPUT: 
Clock2 : OUTPUT; 











OldMonitor(2 .. I] 





























Monitor : MACHINE 
OF Bits (q[5 .. I ]) 
WITH STATES 
AIIOff = s·ooooo ·. 
AIIOk = B"OOOOI ·. 
WaitSO = U"OOOl 0', 
W:1.11Bu c = B"OOOl l". 
Begin\\' ] = B"OOIOO ', 
BeginW2 =8"00101 ", 
EndWl = 8 "00110". 
EndW2 = 8 "00111 ' . 
Er.dW3 = 8 "01000". 
EndW4 = 8 "01001", 
DCDrive = B"OIOIU", 
ParaHel = B"0IOl l ". 
Current = B"0I 100", 
Bus900 = 8 ' 01101 . 
Bus800 = B''0J 110", 
Sw11chOn =B''0l 111 ", 
SpeedRI = B"JOOOO", 
SpeedR2 = 8 "10001". 
SpeedR3 = B"IOOIO'', 
Illegal I =B"l0011", 
lllegal2 = B"l0100". 
lllegal3 =B"l0101 ". 






































Monitor elk = elk: 
ParlnvertS.elk = elk; 
ParChopS.elk = elk; 
DCDriveS.clk = elk; 
AC_ACS.clk = elk; 
SoftStartS.clk = elk; 
DcDumpS.clk = elk; 
SpeedS.clk = elk: 
TorqueS.elk = elk; 
OldMonitor[].elk = elk; 
SpeedH[7 .. 0].clk = elk: 
= B" 10110", 
= 8"10111 ". 
= B"l 1000". 
=B"l1001". 
= B"l1010". 
= B''l 1011". 
= B'' 11100''. 
= B"I I IOI". 
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Running.elk =elk· 
Speedfforque elk = elk· 
Speedff orqueS .elk = elk; 
Fault.elk = elk: 
AID_OE.elk = elk; 
ALE.elk = elk; 
STC.clk = elk; 
Clock2.elk = elk: 
Cloc1<Counter.clk = elk; 
Reset.elk =cl~; 
IF SysReset THEN 
Reset.ena = vcc: 
Reset.cl = vcc, 
ELSE 




IF CLockCounter.q THEN 
Cloek2.ena 






CLockCountc r.ena = vcc; 
CLockCounter.d = vcc; 
END IF: 
CASE Monitor IS 
= vcc; 
WHEN AIIOk => 
OldMonitor[].ena 
OldMonitor[].d = Monitor.q[2 .. I]: 
IF Heset.q THEN 
Monitor= AIIOff; 
rr_sff !ParallelF OR !AC_ACF OR lP.irChop THFN 
Monitor = Parallel; 
ELSIF !DCDriveF THEN 
Monitor = DCDrive; 
ELSIF Ia_Ib_Ic THEN 
Monitor = Current; 
ELS IF 900VF THEN 
Monitor = Bus900; 
ELSIF 8UOVF THEN 
Monitor = Bus800; 
ELSIF 4KVF THEN 
DCDumpS.ena = vcc: 
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r 
DCDurnpS.d = vcc: 
ELSIF !EOC Ai'ID STC.q THEN 







= gnd: ALE.d 
Specd/forque.d = 'Speed/forque.q, 
ELSIF EOC THEN 
ELSE 
Monitor = End\\'I: 













WHEN ENDW2 => 
Monitor 
WHEN ENDW3 => 
Wnte 
Monitor 
WHEN ENDW4 => 
Write 
Monitor 









Tf Speed/forque.q THEN 
Speed/forqueS.cna = vcc; 
Speed/forqueS.d = !SpeedS.q; 
ELSE 
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WHEN BcginW2 => 
STC.ena = vcc: 
STC d = vcc; 
IF !OldMom1or1.q THEN 
Monitor = AIIOk: 
FLSE 
IF OldMom1orl q THEN 
Momlor = Wa11Buscs: 
Monnor = Wa1tS0: 
F .. '11O IF: 
ENO IF: 
=gnd: 
WHEN SpccdR I => 
SpcedR 
Monitor = SpccdR2: 
':V HEN SpccdR2 => 
SpccdR = gnd: 
Spced8[7 .. 0].ena • vcc. 
SpcedB[! d = Busl): 
rF SpeedB[) < H"2" THF..N 
Running.cna = vcc; 






Monitor = SpecdR3; 
WHEN SpccdR3 => 
IF !OldMomtor2 q fl:IEN 
Monitor= AllOk, 
ELSE 
IF OldMor.itorl .q TfJEN 
Monitor= WaitBu cs. 
El..SE 
Monitor• Wa1tS0: 
c D IF. 
E!'llD IF: 
WHEN Parallel => 
Fault.cna = vcc: 
Fault.d = vcc: 
ParlnvcnS.cna = vcc; 
ParChopS.cna • vcc; 
AC_ACS.cna = vcc: 
SoftStanS.ena = vcc: 


















Monitor = Wa11SO: 
WHEN DCDri ve => 
Fault.ena = vcc: 
Fault.d = vcc: 
ParlnvertS.ena = vcc: 
ParChopS.ena = vcc: 
DCDriveS ena = vcc: 
SoftStartS .ena = vcc: 
DcDumpS ena = vcc: 
TorqueS.en.i = vcc; 
ParlnvertS.d ;. gnd: 
ParChopS.d = gnd: 
DCDriveS .d = gnd: 
SoftStartS.d =gnd: 
DcDumpS.d = vcc: 
Tu1queS.d = gnd: 
Monitor = WaitSO: 
WHEN Current=> 
Fault.ena = vcc: 
Fault.d = vcc: 
ParlnvertS .ena = vcc : 
ParChopS. e na = vcc: 
SoftStartS .ena = vcc: 
DcDumpS.ena = vcc; 
SpeedS.ena = vcc; 
TorqueS.ena = vcc; 
ParlnvertS .d :.::gnd: 
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WHEN Bus800 => 
Fault.ena = vcc: 
Fault.d = vcc: 
ParlnvertS.ena = vcc: 
ParChopS.ena = "cc: 
ParlnvertS.d = gnd· 
ParChopS d = gnd: 
Monitor = AIIOk. 





AC_ACS.ena = vcc: 
AC_ACS.d = gnd: 
Monitor = AIIOK: 




= Monitor.q[2 .. I]; 
IF Resct.q THF.N 
Monitor = AIIOff: 
ELSIF !Running.q THEN 
Monitor = AIIOff, 
ELSIF EOC AND 1STC.q THEN 
Monitor = EndW I: 
ELSE 
1F !EOC AND STC.q THEN 
STC.ena = vcc 
ALE.ena = vcc: 
STC.d = gnd: 





W~IEN Waitbuses => 
OldMonitor[].ena 
OldMonitor[).d 
IF Reset.q THEN 
= vcc; 
= Monitor.q[2 .. 1 ]; 
Monitor = AIIOff: 
ELSIF !EOC AND STC q THEN 
STC.ena = vcc; 
ALE.ena = vcc: 
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Speed/forque.ena = vcc: 
STC.d = gnd; 
ALE.d "'gnd: 
Speed/forque.d = 'Speed/forque.q; 
ELSIF EOC THEN 
Mon11or = EndW I: 

























































IF !Reset.q AND SysRcset THEN 
Monitor = SwitchOn: 
END IF: 
WHEN SwitchOn => 
IF !Reset.q AND SysReset THEN 
Monitor = AIIOff: 
ELSIF Reset.q AND SysReset THEN 
Monitor = SwitchOn: 
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